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The increase in the demand for online services has resulted in approximately 1 trillion connected objects and devices on the Internet, which generate billions of gigabytes of new data each day. As more devices become web-enabled, the number and type of services available on the Internet are likely to increase. The growing number of services adds to the complexity of connectedness and interoperability of computing systems. Moreover, interactions between organizations and individuals are also increasing. As a result, data produced by internal and external business processes are in turn growing at an exponential rate creating a data deluge.

Companies need to do more than just connect people and integrate processes to become smarter service providers. Business applications must now be able to react to inherently dynamic and uncertain business situations. Companies need to improve and modify, act in an agile manner, optimize and adapt business processes to their customers, and thereby improve the responsiveness of the whole company. Only companies that can quickly and efficiently adapt to the changing business needs can stay competitive in the global market.

Initial approaches that sustain competitiveness focus on increasing collaboration and interoperability within an organization and with its suppliers and consumers. These early
approaches required a robust, and interoperable computing architecture. A popular and deeply collaborative approach to incorporating the realizations of connectivity and interoperability has been the Web service framework. In this context, services are realized as autonomous, platform-independent, computational elements that are described, published, discovered, orchestrated and programmed using standard protocols. Loosely coupled services have traditionally been orchestrated by a central processing service executed in the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). BPEL is the defacto standard for service-oriented composition and orchestration. It is used to build and execute workflows of collaborating applications distributed within and across organizational boundaries. These workflows scale to Web-scale Web service workflows, which realize the business logic of organizations, its partners, and customers across geographic boundaries.

However, business logic realized by BPEL is usually formulated in the early stages of the software design lifecycle, which renders workflows non-responsive to just in time changes to time-dependent and often uncertain business trends. Manual changes to service activities can be a delicate, time-consuming activity that might require a designer to have extensive knowledge about the underlying business logic and representations. Also, the deluge of data generated from workflows create daunting challenges in bringing data together in a form that can be efficiently analyzed to make data-driven decisions promptly. The result is an information gap where more data does not necessarily increase the ability to process symbiotic pieces of data to arrive at needed insights and decisions in uncertain environments. Currently, there is a strong requirement for methods that allow Web service workflows to adapt transparently to changes in a dynamic and uncertain environment to meet the demands of a business conditions. Also, a by-product of workflows is data silos.
These silos have been known to contain valuable and detailed records of operations, manufacturing, supply-chain management, customer behavior, marketing campaign performance and workflow procedures. Converting data silos into a knowledge base that can provide data-driven inference is also necessary to create added value, deliver value more efficiently and prevent commoditization of the goods and services.

The major contribution of this dissertation is a methodology whereas the BPEL process is represented as an agile model that mimics an expert system. This agile model enables greater responsiveness to the evolution of data and efficiently narrows the information gap. The agile model is implemented as a probabilistic network that, in effect, realizes the knowledge base and an inference engine that underlies any traditional expert system. The knowledge base formulates knowledge about the workflow problem domain in a structured way, and the inference engine supports reasoning about events and decisions in the workflow's domain. Two steps are used to accomplish structuring and reasoning. Firstly, sets of (conditional) dependence and independence statements among workflow data transitions, and casual relations are encoded as a directed acyclic graph. Secondly, the strengths of dependency relationships using probability and graphical theory are specified for the inference engine. A core aspect of this approach is that historical domain-specific functional data (extracted from an operational Web service workflow) is leveraged to capture an initial snapshot of probabilistic beliefs of the underlying phenomenon of the workflow. Then ongoing run-time data update those beliefs to capture the run-time trends of the workflow and provide just-in-time decision support.

The abstract representation of BPEL process as an expert system addresses both nonresponsiveness and the information gap by providing a data-derived inferential visibility.
of workflow semantics. The particular knowledge base used is a Bayesian network, and the inference engine is the set of graphical and probabilistic methods that applies to the probabilistic network. The framework uses data as evidence and provides a framework to represent and update beliefs about the workflow behavior. Moreover, data silos can now be used to provide integrated, actionable information and insights. Consider the Web service workflow of an online retailer with a global supply chain. Queries to non-explicitly defined trends about the behavior of workflow users such as “Which product or supplier is best?” or “Should a product or supplier be changed?” can now be responsive to time-dependent trends. This dissertation contributes a methodology for the construction of this unique model and the framework for the transformation of BPEL into a more agile representation. Ultimately, together, these contributions represent a paradigm that is more responsive to dynamic business trends and uncertainty by the holistic inferential view of business processes.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

In the last 30 years, more new information has been produced than the previous 5000 [1]. The publishing world has seen a deluge of magazines, journals, and books. Major libraries are doubling in size every 14 years; 1000 new books are published every day, and the number of scientific journals has increased to the extent that the vast majority go unread. Communications networks have enabled us to communicate across the globe via voice, fax and e-mail. The World Wide Web (WWW), henceforth referred to the Web, allows us to also send text, pictures, and sound. With over 600 million websites worldwide, 500 million tweets are sent every day, and an estimated 2.4 billion people go online everyday. Individuals can now access information and share things in a way that was not possible in previous generations. The rise of the online use of the Web and social media have changed the way we work, the way we live and the way we communicate and make and maintain friendships. Companies use the Web as their defacto communication platform to interact with their core computer systems, vendors and perform electronic commerce transactions and services.

Also, interactions between people and businesses have become increasingly complex and dynamic, and there has been a fundamental change in the axis of IT innovation. In prior decades, new systems were introduced at the very high end of the economic spectrum, typically within large public agencies and Fortune 500 companies. Over time these systems trickled down to smaller businesses, and then to home office applications, and finally to consumers, students, and even children. In this past decade, however, that flow
has been reversed with customers leading the way, with businesses that are agile enough following.

For instance, a visit to a medical center evolved around the “all knowing” doctor telling patients what was best for them. In the new evolving medical diagnosing model, many patients research the latest medical research online, consult support groups and fully participate along with doctors to make a more collaborative health care decision. In the political and governmental landscape, the public can take part in political campaigns and interact with candidates and Government officials in easier and more efficient ways. Also, blogging enable citizens with varying opinions too easily and quickly post online political views, criticism, rumors, and the latest political conspiracy theory swaying opinions of potential voters and ultimately the political race.

More interestingly, enterprises use the Web not only as an efficient and cost-effective way to interact with their core systems but also as a platform for providing services to other businesses and individual customers. As a way to facilitate this, Web services technology [2] is a frequently used method to conduct web-based commercial transactions such as online banking, investments, loan approval and bill payment. These services are likely to increase at an exponential rate as access to the Web becomes ubiquitous and pervasive on Web-enable devices [3]. Web-enabled devices are in innumerable forms and sizes. Embedded in clothing, wristwatches, eyeglasses, electrical appliances, the electrical grid, other public utilities, motor vehicles, televisions and other physical devices they are becoming ubiquitous. The portability of Web-enabled devices, together with their ability to connect conveniently to networks in different places add to the many possible connectivities of individuals to services.
The rise in the need for connectivity has heralded the symbiotic development of interoperable disparate systems and networks. The Web proved its effectiveness to meet the demand by using simple protocols over the internet to provide services and applications. In particular, the HTTP request-reply protocol [4] allows general-purpose clients such as browsers to display web pages and other resources regarding their web address (URL). Despite these features, the use of general-purpose clients such as browsers even with the enhancements of embedded application-specific programs in HTML restricted the potential scope of applications. In the original client-server model, both the client and server were functionally specialized [5]. Ironically, this model has seen a return in the form of Web Service Technologies, in which application-specific clients, instead of general-purpose clients such as browsers, interact with services with a functionally specialized interface over the Internet.

The Web service model [6] has proven to provide an infrastructure for maintaining a richer more structured form of interoperability between disparate clients and servers. It provides a basis whereby client programs in one organization may interact with servers in another agency without human supervision. In particular, Web services allow for complex business functionality to be developed by integrating services that are possibly offered by different companies.

Advances in connectivity and interoperability have resulted in few business transactions that involve just one vendor. Supply chains, delivery chains, customer support services and partner ecosystems across firms are integrated making companies much more collaborative than ever before. The increase in the demand for online services has resulted in approximately one trillion connected objects and devices on the Internet, which generate
billions of gigabytes of new data each day [7]. The exponential growth in data has resulted in a data deluge [8]. Various data silos include operations, manufacturing, supply-chain management, customer behavior, marketing campaign performance and workflow procedures. The data deluge in turn motivated investments in business infrastructure such as Hadoop [9], HBase [10] and MongoDB [11], which have improved the ability to collect data throughout the enterprise. Records of data are now virtually in every aspect of the business that is often inherently instrumented for data collection. With the efficiency of data collection improving there is an increasing interest in determining whether useful information and knowledge can be extracted from the data is on the front burner.

Despite advances in connectivity, interoperability and data collection, enterprises of all sizes and shapes are still being forced to sharpen their competitive advantage or suffer commoditization of the goods and services [12]. Moreover, companies expand their reach both organically and through acquisitions which mean they have to focus more resources on their core businesses, core competencies, and core differentiation. Data-driven decision-making (DDD) [13] is an approach to address these challenges. Studies in [13] show firms that are more data-driven are more productive. DDD has proved to be correlated with a higher return on assets, return on equity, asset utilization, and market value, and the relationship seems to be causal. This dissertation addresses the challenge of infusing DDD in Web service technologies, particularly in the BPEL process.

1.1. Problem Description

The triage of concerns; connectivity, interoperability, and the data deluge are an impetus for firms to work towards becoming smarter. Web service technologies have adequately solved the ability to connect people and services, and integrate disparate
services. However, data-driven decision-making to create added value, deliver value more efficiently and avoid suffering commoditization of the goods and services still proves to be imperative and elusive. Companies have become increasingly capable of processing massive amounts of data [9][10][11]. However, questions such as: “What can I now do that I could not do before?” or “What can I do better than I could do before?” are still not easily answered. This dissertation introduces an approach deriving responses to these questions, which are hidden within workflow specifications such as the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) process and in user trends embedded in data silos.

Web-service technologies have been a popular choice for many organizations to implement business processes workflows to match the need for connectivity and interoperability. These techniques provide for the efficient and effective selecting and integrating of inter-organizational and heterogeneous services on the Web. The Service Oriented Computing (SOC) [14] design paradigm is used to implement the Web service model by positioning business processes as software components exposed through network-accessible, platform, and language independent interfaces. Loosely coupled services are orchestrated by a central processing service executed in BPEL [15]. BPEL realizes the composition and execution workflows of collaborating applications distributed within and across organizational boundaries. Also, the BPEL language describes business processes by specifying message exchanges behavior between different parties while specifying the full implementation logic of the company workflow. As the orchestrating service, it describes the execution order of services and message exchanges from a centralized perspective. These workflows scale to complex and distributed Web-scale Web Service Workflows [16] that realize the business logic of organizations, its partners, and customers.
The creation of business logic in the BPEL process is usually statically formulated in the early stages of the software design lifecycle such as in the requirement and design analysis documentation [17]. These documents are time-consuming to make and leaves little room for iteration. In turn, this renders the output of a software design lifecycle such as workflows non-responsive to just in time changes to time-dependent and often uncertain business trends.

Shortcomings in BPEL language features provide opportunities for improvements. As a brief overview, the Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL), referred to as BPEL, is an XML-based language for describing the behavior of business processes. The language gives its users the freedom to describe business processes in two ways: executable or abstract. The abstract process is the business protocol. It specifies the message exchange behavior between different service without revealing the internal behavior for any one of them. The executable process determines the full implementation logic of the business process and is meant to be executed by an execution engine. An Orchestration describes how services can interact with each other at the message level, including the business logic and execution order of the interactions from the perspective and under the control of a single endpoint.

BPEL processes use the XML [18] tag `<partnerLinks>` to model conversational relationships with its partners. The relationship is established by specifying the roles of each party and the interfaces that each provides. Process participants (partner’s web services) must be defined and bound to the process flow at design time. Design time only partners discovery and bounding, limits BPEL ability to be responsive and adaptable to run-time trends. Manual changes to service activities can be a delicate, time-consuming activity that
might require a designer to have extensive knowledge about the underlying business logic and representations.

BPEL defines data variables in terms of the Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) [19] message types, XML Schema types (simple or complex), or XML Schema elements [18]. Variables allow processes to maintain state between message exchanges. In addition, using \texttt{<assign>} and \texttt{<copy>} message data can be copied and manipulated between variables. However, dynamic message mediation is not possible. Mediation processes in-flight messages by either modifying or transforming a message or routing messages (or cloning messages) to other or additional destinations that were not statically defined. Dynamically allowing or disallowing a message to be delivered based on run-time conditional logic requirements can greatly enhance the ability of BPEL to adapt to runtime demands.

Even though, BPEL engines can support some ad-hoc deviations from pre-specified BPEL schema, approaches has fallen short particularly once the process has begun execution [20]. BPEL applicability to only well structured, rigid service flows limits its ability to be responsive. Barriers towards adaptivity in BPEL stems from its complexity and the lack of formal semantics in its language. Several approaches exist in this context, e.g., [21][22][23]. However, current formalizations and verification methods are either incomplete (i.e., focussing on selected BPEL language elements only) or are not standardized. In particular, one will not be able to reason about the uncertainty of a dynamic business environment if there exist no formal basis and mechanism for inference.

Finally, data has become the economic lifeblood of organizations, whether as intellectual property, critical methods, business records, operational data, and especially the
higher-order knowledge that drives an organization's strategic activities. Data -- especially the actionable knowledge derived from it -- has become the dominant supply-chain component of whatever products and services provided to the marketplace. Unfortunately more data does not necessarily increase the ability to process symbiotic pieces of data to arrive at needed insights and decisions in uncertain environments thereby resulting in an information gap.

In response to today’s increasingly data-centric business environment, Web-service workflows lack the ability to analyze the deluge of data generated by its infrastructure. This data can contain a definitive record of all the activity and behavior of customers, users, transactions, applications, servers, networks and mobile devices. Data can be captured in service logs, configurations, data from APIs, message queues, change events, the output of diagnostic commands, call detail records, sensor data from industrial systems and more. Influential time dependent trends may be implicitly and explicitly present in workflow data such as customer buying patterns and expectations. Unlocking the intelligence in workflow data and understanding how the data interrelates, can resolve problems faster, reduce downtime and improve user satisfaction resulting in valuable business and operational intelligence and insight.

1.2. Motivation

Within both business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) transactions, organizations are transforming themselves to become more data-centric by embracing data-driven decision-making based on transactional data and analytics [24]. Analytics is the discovery and communication of meaningful patterns in data. A framework that can apply analytical methods to workflow semantics and data can be used to gain a far greater
understanding of business processes. Identifying underlying trends and, which outcomes are correlated, and, most importantly, which actions are most likely to produce concrete results that can provide a competitive advantage. It is important to note that while some of the relationships present in workflow data may arise from the business logic embedded in the enterprise process, other relationships may have no business explanation. For example, consumer buying trends are not explicitly defined in the business logic, yet holds potential for competitive advantages. Many agencies currently use data to create reports on what is currently happening but opportunities to use data to make predictions about what will happen and to understand the decision levers available to influence what will happen remain underexploited.

We are living in the big data era where new distributed data storage and processing technologies such as Hadoop [9] and NoSQL [25] are becoming the standard techniques. Also, self-service business intelligence has become the preferred approach to analyzing data. Data has turned from a mere reporting source or administrative tasks to a critical asset for many lines of businesses. With the right data, organizations can optimize their business processes, improve their customer relationships, and differentiate themselves from the competition. With that, the dependency of agencies on data has intensified. The change in data has in turn changed the organizations.

Data is a necessary ingredient to reason about uncertainty when performing analytics. Data analytics is a process for obtaining raw data and converting it into information useful for decision-making by users. Data is collected and analyzed to answer questions, test hypotheses or disprove theories [26]. The continued proliferation of data and the relative ease of its capture and storage, organizations now have more information than
they ever thought possible. The resulting data deluge has contributed to an increasing interest in determining whether useful information and knowledge can be extracted to derive Data-driven decision-making (DDD) [13].

In [27], the extent to which big data technologies add value to firms were examined. After controlling confounding factors big data technologies associated with significant additional productivity growth. In [13], a measure of DDD was developed that rates firms as to how strongly they use data to make decisions throughout the company. The result shows that statistically, the more data-driven a firm is, the more productive it is. A data-driven firm is correlated with a higher return on assets, return on equity, asset utilization, and market value, and the relationship seems to be causal.

Data analytics can influence decisions from a company’s marketing and customer care to its mergers and acquisitions. Analytics has improved organizations’ ability to innovate in areas such as marketing, operations, and finance. The idea that data and analytics can be used to build competitive advantage and advance innovation is essential to the business models of many online companies, such as Match.com, PayPal, eBay, Amazon, and Google.

For example, Match.com analyzes billions of data points from the last 17 years to continuously improve a series of more than 15 matching algorithms. In contrast, their competition uses psychological-based methodologies while working closely with psychologists. However, there are many Psychological theories, and they are difficult to represent concretely as opposed to a mathematical equation derived from data. Match.com is among a small but growing cadre of companies — both online and off — that are mastering the use of data and analytics to drive innovation and build competitive advantage.
Data-driven decision insights can enable agencies to monitor their environment more proactively.

### 1.3. **Research Questions and Approach**

The general objective of this dissertation is to advance the current efforts in utilizing Web service workflows orchestrated by a BPEL process, and the data it generates to provide inferential visibility on workflow domains. This approach provides a graphical and probabilistic abstraction of the BPEL process, which allows for inferential visibility of the workflow.

The objectives are twofold:

i) Provide a methodology to make Web service workflows responsive to time-dependent trends and,

ii) Narrow the information gap created by increasing data by providing opportunities for content assessment of service workflows.

We introduce a methodology for transforming BPEL processes into a normative expert system consisting of a knowledge base and an inference engine. We use a probabilistic network, specifically a Bayesian Network, as the knowledge base to represent our workflow activities in a structured format. To support reasoning about events and decisions in the workflow’s domain we use graphical and probabilistic theories for the inference engine.

To meet these objectives, the following research questions are addressed:

1. What is an effective representation or model to assess service workflows to determine workflow or user optimality?
   a. What is the process for BPEL transformation?
   b. How is model robustness achieved?
2. Can such a model be used for decision support?
   a. Can we assess if a workflow can reach the content/domain-specific objectives of the user?
   b. Can we automatically optimize (choose viable paths) within the workflow?

The first question addresses the responsiveness of Web service workflows. Responsiveness is the cornerstone of usability and utility, but more than that, responsiveness means that problems may be detected quickly and dealt with effectively. Responsive Workflows focus on providing rapid and consistent response times, establishing reliable upper bounds, so they deliver a consistent quality of service. This consistent behavior in turn simplifies error handling, builds end user confidence, and encourages further by utilizing We address responsiveness by utilizing probabilistic networks as an effective representation or model to assess service workflows.

Probabilistic networks are graphical models that provide an intuitive language for capturing the set of (conditional) dependence and independence properties. Embedded business logic rules among workflow data transitions, informational precedence, and preference relations are modeled as the structure of the probabilistic network as nodes and edges. The nodes are the variables and the edges represent a casual relationship between variables or parameters. The resulting graph, known as the qualitative component or knowledge base, encodes the set of (conditional) dependence and independence properties associated with BPEL variables to form the structure of the Bayesian Network.

Dependencies within the probabilistic network are realized by joint prior and posterior probability distributions [28]. Marginal distribution realizes the strength of individual nodes. These distributions represent the strength of dependence and
independence relations and evidence before and after data is applied to the network. The resulting structure of the graph realizes the behavior of a workflow from the perspective of relationships between BPEL variables and where probability values represent the strengths of relationships. On demand querying of relationships and its strength realize responsiveness in our model of a Web Service workflow.

The second question addresses narrowing the information gap in silos of data generated by Web service workflows. Bayesian Networks [28] are the specific class of probabilistic network used to represent workflows. The quantitative component or inference engine of the probabilistic network, or more precisely, the Bayesian Network specifies the strengths of dependence relations between variables and is represented as a joint probability distribution. Probability and graphical theories are used to apply probabilistic values to relationships between variables. Prior marginals are determined from expert or domain knowledge. Posterior marginals are computed from historical data from silos. The result is the parameterization of the quantitative component, which captures a probabilistic view of workflow trends embedded in data silos. Also, the quantitative component serves as an inference engine. An inference engine derives conclusions from facts and rules contained in the knowledge base using various query types. Ongoing workflow data are treated as evidence to update beliefs within the framework. Ongoing run-time data are used to update beliefs thereby providing run-time trends and hence just-in-time decision support.

In general, creating and determining the probabilistic values of a Bayesian network model of a workflow allows us to exploit both the qualitative and quantitative components to reason efficiently about workflow events and make decisions in the workflow domain while considering its inherent uncertainty. Our framework provides an intuitive interface
for leading efforts that is focused specifically on empowering knowledge workers to negotiate the complexity of web-scale Web Service workflows in real time.

1.4. CONTRIBUTIONS

The original, scientific contributions of this dissertation are two fold:

1. A representation, principled methodology, model for capturing historical and ongoing data and process details for long-standing workflow including data-centric details.

2. An analysis approach for providing decision support when optimizing long-standing workflow operations, providing service workflow prediction, capturing user specific causal factors and enabling on-demand service workflow intervention.

1.5. ORGANIZATION

The structure of the dissertation is as follows:-

Chapter 2. Literature Review.

This chapter reviews the literature most related this work. We focus on the dynamic service composition methods, verification techniques, process mining and list other similarly related works. We detail the state of the art in the various techniques.

Chapter 3. An Overview of Web Services.

An outline of Web services technology and its architecture is provided.
Chapter 4. Theoretical Explanations.

This chapter describes the theoretical explanations needed to transform a Web service workflow realized as a BPEL process into a normative expert system representation. Topics include graphs, conditional independence, probabilistic networks, probabilistic calculus and finally Bayesian networks.

Chapter 5. Methodology, Evaluation, and Discussion

This chapter describes the main contribution of this dissertation by demonstrating the method of transforming a BPEL process into a normative expert system. Two use cases are described to show modeling steps.

Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter concludes the dissertation and proposes some directions for future work.
Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The state-of-the-art in service-oriented computing is primarily focused on the design specifications of services and not the running operational systems [29][30][31]. In addition, considerable amount of work has been done on modelling (parts of) BPEL and developing verification techniques and tools for BPEL [32][33][34][35][36]. As such, these projects are not related to the approach in this dissertation as we look at the real data content of messages as a method to re-engineer operational web service workflow systems. However, we discuss those approaches, which serve to add adaptability in the workflow without the use of the real data content. Section 2.1 list static and dynamic workflow techniques. Section 2.2 list Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches to runtime adaptability. We discuss various verification techniques in Section 2.3. Finally, Section 2.4 investigates the closest related body of work, process mining.

2.1. WORKFLOW TECHNIQUES

Workflow systems are designed to assist in carrying out work procedures and contain organizational knowledge of organizations. A workflow is defined as "systems that help organizations to specify, execute, monitor, and coordinate the flow of work items within a distributed environment" [37]. In the workflow-based composition methods, techniques can be divided into static and dynamic. In static workflow technologies, an abstract process model is created before the composition activities initiates. The conceptual process model includes a set of tasks and their data dependency. Each task contains a query clause used to search atomic Web services to fulfill the task. The automation is done in the selection and
binding of atomic Web service. The most commonly used static method is to specify the process model as a graph. Whereas, dynamic workflow techniques creates both the process model and selects atomic services automatically. This requires the requester to specify several constraints, including the dependency of atomic services and the user’s preference.

An early contribution concerning dynamic change to procedures in the context of workflow systems came from [38], which model procedures with a particular kind of Petri nets referred to as sequel flow nets. The steps within procedures or activities are modeled as transitions and precedence (i.e. the ordering relation between events) as arcs in the flow net. A flow net is a Petri Net with two distinguished places; namely the input place and the output place. The activities of the procedure are modeled by transitions, each of which has a name, at least one input place and at least one output place. The approach is called synthetic cut-over change: Given a particular procedural change, its change region is defined as the part of the net containing all the activities directly affected by the change. The old region is the change region prior to the change, and the new region is the change region after the change. The jobs evolving outside the transition region are not affected by the change. The jobs inside the old region are "transferred" to the new region. This transfer can result in the creation of new jobs or the destruction of old jobs. The change is said to be correct if the resumption is intended to finish the in-progress work according to either the old or the new procedure. The question as to how the change regions are selected remains unanswered.

Application Development Based on Encapsulated Premodeled Process Templates (ADEPT) [39] defines a complete and minimal set of change operations that support users in modifying the structure of a running workflow, while maintaining its (structural) correctness and consistency. Correctness properties are defined to determine whether a
particular change can be applied to a given instance. If these constraints are violated, the change is either rejected, or the correctness must be explicitly restored with exception handling techniques. A directed acyclic graph represents control flow and data flow between tasks is defined by connecting their parameters with elements from data element where the input (output) parameters of the WF schema are logically treated as the output (input) parameters of its start (end) node.

Eflow [40] is a commercial process management system that supports adaptive and dynamic composite e-services. Composite services are modeled as business processes and are enacted by a service process engine. Eflow uses a static workflow technique. It models services as a graph, which defines the execution order among the nodes in the process. The graph may include service, decision, and event nodes. Service nodes represent the invocation of a basic or composite service; decision nodes specify the alternatives and rules controlling the execution flow while event nodes enable service processes to send and receive several types of events. Arcs in the graph may be labeled with transition predicates defined over process data, meaning that as a node is completed, nodes connected to outgoing arcs are executed only if the corresponding transition predicate evaluates to true. The eFlow model also includes the notion of transactional regions. A transactional region identifies a portion of the process graph that should be executed in an atomic fashion. If for any reason the part of the process defined by the transactional region cannot be completed, then all running services in the region are aborted and completed ones are compensated, by executing a service-specific compensating action. Compensating actions may be defined for each service or may be defined at the region level. Transactional regions may also include the specification of different isolation modes, that prevent data read or modified by nodes
in the regions to be accessed by services that are outside the transactional region. Eflow addresses the challenges of an adapting environment in the following ways dynamic service discovery, multiservice nodes, and generic nodes.

Dynamic service discovery is incorporated using service selection rules specified in service nodes and are executed by a service broker to return the appropriate service. A mapping function must be defined for a <service node, service description> pair before the service can be invoked in the context of the service node. The default or other plugged-in brokers can be used to dynamically discover local and external services respectively. This feature allows for:

- selecting appropriate services depending on the customer’s requirements
- decouple service selection from the process definition
- dynamically discover the best currently available service that fits the need of a specific customer.

Multiservice nodes is a particular kind of node that allows for multiple, parallel activation of the same service node. The number of service nodes to be activated is determined at run time in one of the following ways:

1. It can be determined by the number of service providers able to provide a given service.
2. It can be equal to the number of list items of input parameter.

A key feature of the multiservice node is the ability to select either all or any of the parallel service to invoke and wait for completion.

Dynamic service node creation is the support of the notion generic service nodes. Unlike ordinary service nodes, generic nodes are not statically bound or limited to a specific
set of services. Instead, they include a configuration parameter that can be set with a list of
actual service nodes either at process instantiation time or at runtime. The specified services
will be executed in parallel or sequentially depending on an executionMode attribute of the
generic service node.

2.2. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE PLANNING

Broadly, AI planning finds a sequence of actions that transform an initial state into a state
in which the goal is satisfied. In general, a planning problem can be described as a five tuple
\( \{S, S_0, G, A, \Gamma\} \), where \( S \) is the set of all possible states of the world, \( S_0 \subset S \) denotes the
initial state of the world, \( G \subset S \) denotes the goal state of the world. The planning system
attempts to reach \( A \), which is the set of actions the planner can perform in attempting to
change one state to another state in the world, and the translation relation \( \Gamma \subseteq S \times A \times S \)
defines the precondition and effects for the execution of each action.

In the terms of Web services, \( S_0 \) and \( G \) are the initial states and the goal states
specified in the requirement of the Web service requesters, \( A \) is a set of available services
and \( \Gamma \) denotes the state change function of each service. The general assumption of such
kind of methods is that each Web service can be specified by its preconditions and effects
in the planning context. Firstly, a Web service is a software component that takes the input
data and produces the output data. Thus, the preconditions and effects are the input and the
output parameters of the service respectively. Secondly, the Web service also alters the
states of the world after its execution. If the user can specify the preconditions and effects
required by the composite service, a plan or process is generated automatically by logical
theorem prover or AI planners without knowledge of predefined workflow. However, during the planning, the business logic can provide constraints in the planning setting.

The body of work under the heading Semantic Web services [41], support the construction of tools and methodologies, and promote the use of semantically well-founded reasoning about services. The Web Ontology Language for Service (OWL-S) [42] standard derived from the semantic Web research is the only Web service language that announces a direct connection with AI planning by using Description Logics [43] as its logical foundation allowing for logical expressions. In the following we introduces a list of Web service composition methods based on AI planning. We do not claim that we have an exhaustive list of the methods. We classify the methods into two categories, namely, the situation calculus and rule-based planning.

### 2.2.1. Situation Calculus

The situation calculus is a logical language for representing changes [44]. The basic concepts in the situation calculus are situations, actions and fluents. Briefly, situations are the finite sequence of actions that has been performed since the initial situation $S_0$, actions are what make the dynamic world change from one situation to another when performed by agents. Finally, fluents are situation-dependent functions used to describe the effects of actions. Situation calculus based on first-order logic (FOL), a situation variable models new states of the world, action objects model activities, uses inference methods developed for FOL to do the reasoning.

In the Web service domain, software agents reason about Web services to perform automatic Web service discovery, execution, composition and inter-operation. The user’s request (generic procedure) and constraints can be presented by the first-order language of
the situation calculus [45]. Golog, a logic programming language built on top of the situation calculus and has been adopted as a natural formalism for representing and reasoning in the Web service composition problem [46]. The software agent knowledge base provides a logical encoding of the preconditions and effects of the Web service actions in the language of the situation calculus. The agents use procedural programming language constructs composed with concepts defined for the services and constraints using deductive machinery. A composite service is a set of atomic services which is connected by procedural programming language constructs (if-then-else, while and so forth).

Situation calculus suffers from some disadvantages, one of which is related to the fact that the Situation Calculus is based on predicate logic, which means that the structure of situations has to be axiomatized. Axioms are used to ensure that in every model, the situations form an infinite tree of which $S_0$ is the root, and where each sequence of actions corresponds to a path to a particular node in that tree. Apart from the somewhat cumbersome notation, the problem with this representation of situations is that model theoretic proofs tend to be quite tedious and involved. Other issues include large search space, large number of axioms to be defined for one action and the proof may not lead to the best (shortest) plan.

### 2.2.2. Rule Based

Rule based learning consists of a knowledge base of rules and an inference engine to apply those rules. Rules are of the form $IF$ some condition $THEN$ some action.

Medjahed [47] present a technique to generate composite services from high-level declarative description. The method uses composability rules to determine whether two services are composable. The composition approach consists of four phases. First, the specification phase enables high-level description of the desired compositions using a
language called Composite Service Specification Language (CSSL). Second, the matchmaking phase uses composability rules to generate composition plans that conform to service requester’s specifications. The third phase is selection phase. If more than one plan is generated, in the selection phase, the service requester selects a plan based on quality of composition (QoC) parameters (e.g. rank, cost, etc.). The final phase is the generation phase. A detailed description of the composite service is automatically generated and presented to the service requester. The main contribution of this method is the composability rules, because they define the possible Web service’s attributes that could be used in service composition. Those rules can be used as a guideline for other Web service methods based on planning.

The disadvantages of rule based planning are the number of rules to represent a BPEL process can be very large and the resulting rules can be very lengthy. Also, rules specification can be error prone [48].

2.3. **Verification Techniques**

Different verification techniques and tools have been developed for BPEL [49]. In this section, we present an overview of some those techniques and tools.

2.3.1. **Petri Nets**

Petri nets was first introduced by Carl Adam Petri in 1962, it is able to describe complex processes which are characterized as being concurrent, asynchronous, parallel and nondeterministic with both formal notion and graphical representation. It is a directed, connected, and bipartite graph in which each node is either a place or a transition and is used to model concurrency and synchronization in distributed systems [50]. Tokens occupy
places. When there is at least one token in every place connected to a transition, the transition is enabled. Any enabled transition may fire removing one token from every input place, and depositing one token in each output place.

The elements and the rules of Petri nets are described as follows:

- **Places**: graphically represented as circles. A place may have zero or more tokens. Places are passive components and model the system states.
- **Transitions**: graphically represented as squares. Transitions are active components modelling activities, processes or events.
- **Arcs**: graphically represented as arrows. Arcs link a place to a transition or vice versa, never places or transitions.
- **Tokens**: graphically represented as black dots and occupy places. The distribution of tokens in the Petri nets is changed by the occurrence of transitions.
- **Marking**: A distribution of tokens over places that represents a configuration of the net is called a marking. A marking represents the current status of the Petri net.
- **Enabled Transition**: A transition is enabled if each of its input places contains at least one token.
- **Firing**: An enabled transition can fire (i.e., it occurs). When it fires it consumes a token from each input place and produces a token for each output place.

Since the execution of Petri nets is nondeterministic i.e. if a transition is enabled, it may or may not fire and multiple tokens may be present anywhere in the net (even in the same place), Petri nets are well suited for modelling the concurrent behavior of distributed systems. There are currently several Petri net extensions (e.g.: colored, timed, stochastic,
continuous, hybrid, hierarchical, functional), forming a very versatile framework for both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Petri nets have been extensively used to model and verify business processes [32]. A mapping from BPEL activities to petri Nets is given in [51].

Advantages include:

- **Formal semantics in addition to the graphical nature** Unlike other graphical modelling languages, the semantics of the classical Petri net and several enhancements (color, time, and hierarchy) has also been defined formally [52]. This means that a workflow procedure specified in terms of a Petri net is unambiguous, i.e., the meaning of each construction is clear and there is no room for multiple interpretations.

- **Expressiveness**: Petri nets support all the primitives needed to model a workflow process such as including sequential, parallel, conditional and iterative routings.

- **Straightforward mapping**: Mapping BPEL concepts onto Petri nets is rather straightforward: tasks are modeled by transitions, conditions are modeled by places, and cases are modeled by tokens.

- **Abundance of analysis techniques**: Petri nets benefit from the availability of many analysis techniques. These techniques can be used to prove properties (safety properties, invariance properties, deadlock, etc.) and to calculate performance measures (response times, waiting times, occupation rates, etc.).
Disadvantages include:

- **Complexity:** A major weakness of Petri nets is complexity. In the real world, Petri-net based models tend to become too large for design and analysis even for a modest-size system. Moreover, since Petri net is an abstract mathematical language, people that have no prior experience and technical training may have troubles to model business processes properly using Petri nets.

- **Execution:** Petri nets are regarded as a formalism rather than an execution language. Due to the lack of available Petri net execution engine, it is infeasible to directly deploy the Petri net-based workflow specifications and execute their instances.

### 2.3.2. PROCESS ALGEBRA

Process Algebras are mathematically rigorous languages with well defined semantics that permit describing and verifying properties of concurrent communicating systems. They can be seen as models of processes, regarded as agents that act and interact continuously with other similar agents and with their common environment. The agents may be real-world objects (even people), or they may be artifacts, such as or software systems [53]. Numerous process algebras have been introduced including, for example, the Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [54], LOTOS [55] and the $\pi$-calculus [56]. Process algebras are usually modelled by means of labelled transition systems. The transition relation of the labelled transition system is generally defined by a collection of axioms and rules. Many different equivalence relations on the set of states of the labelled transition system have been introduced. These behavioral equivalences capture which states behave the same. An overview of the applicability of process algebras in the context of web services...
is presented in [34]. Existing process algebras and also new process algebras have been used to model BPEL.

In [57], Kramer and Magee present a process algebra named FSP (Finite State Process). Each FSP represents a finite labelled transition system. They also present a tool for FSP named Labelled Transition System Analyzer (LTSA). This tool takes as input an FSP and translates it into a labelled transition system. Subsequently, this labelled transition is analyzed. LTSA can check for safety and progress properties.

In [58], Foster et al. show how LTSA can be exploited to check if a Web service composition implemented in BPEL satisfies a web service composition specification captured by Message Sequence Charts (MSCs). Both the BPEL process and the MSC are translated into FSPs. In [59], Foster et al. use LTSA to check compatibility of web service compositions in BPEL. A case study by Foster et al. is presented in [60].

In [61][62], Ferrara, Salaun and Chirichiello present a two-way mapping between the process algebra LOTOS and BPEL. Most BPEL activities including fault handlers, compensation handlers and event handlers are considered. By going from BPEL to LOTOS, the toolbox CADP [63], standing for Construction and Analysis of Distributed Processes, can be exploited for the verification of BPEL processes. Counterexamples produced by CADP, given in LOTOS, are mapped back to BPEL.

Each different process algebra has its own advantages and disadvantages. The fact that an expression of a process algebra always reveals its syntactic structure, can be viewed as an advantage. For example, it is often possible to argue ‘by syntactic induction’; or build proof systems ‘by syntactic definition’ around such an algebra; and the availability of operators for the modular construction of systems is usually appreciated by practitioners.
On the other hand, one of the disadvantages of such a syntactic view is that some effort has to be invested into the definition of the behavior of expressions. While this can usually be done inductively, it is still necessary to go through all operators one by one and to define their semantics individually. Sometimes, this leads to ad-hoc (and very disparate) definitions [64].

### 2.3.3. Abstract State Machine

Abstract state machines (ASMs) have been used to model a large variety of languages. A basic ASM consists of a finite set of transition rules. Each transition rule consists of two parts: a Boolean expression and a finite set of assignments. The transition rules capture which transitions the ASM can make. A transition takes the ASM from one state to another. The latter state is obtained from the former state by performing the assignments of those transition rules whose Boolean expressions evaluate to true. For an introduction to the ASM approach, we refer the reader to, for example, [65]. ASMs have also been used to model BPEL. Below, we provided a brief overview of this work.

Farahbod, Glasser and Vajihollahi [66] model all key aspects of BPEL. For example, the basic and structured activities, correlation, and compensation, event and fault handling are modelled. To model interaction, Farahbod et al. introduce so-called inbox and outbox managers that deal with the message exchanges. For dealing with some of real time aspects of BPEL, like time-outs, an abstract notion of global system time is introduced and additional constraints on the sequences of transition are imposed. The ASM model for BPEL proposed by Fahland and Reisig [67] extends and refines Farahbod et al. model. Reisig discusses the model by means of an example in [68]. In [67], the focus is on fault handlers
and event handlers. It is shown how these BPEL features can be modelled within the ASM framework.

The advantage of ASMs is that they are close to logic, which makes the overall design easily amenable to well-understood mathematical techniques. Essentially the mathematical foundation of ASMs supports the formal verification of dynamic systems designed by means of ASMs.

2.4. PROCESS MINING

The closest related body of work is in the area of process mining, first in the context of software processes [14] then in relation to business processes [15] [16]. Process mining is focused on the ability to derive correct process models from real-life data. Currently, a broad variety of approaches are available; the $\alpha$-algorithm according to van der Aalst et al. [69], the $++\alpha$ algorithm according to Wen et al. [70], the heuristic-mining algorithm according to Weijters et al. [71], the DWS-algorithm according to Greco et al. [72], the multiphase-algorithm according to van Dongen and van der Aalst et al. [73], the genetic-mining algorithm according to de Medeiros et al. [74], and the theory-of-regions-based algorithm according to van Dongen and Busi et al. [75], as provided in the ProM tool [76].

In the area of discovering business processes, Petri Nets have been used along with expert knowledge to encode the control flow [17]. We gave an overview of Petri Nets in section 2.3.1. with an accompanying list of detailed references. A limitation in this work is that the domain expert’s control flow model can, at times, be erroneous. Also, process-mining approaches have problems when analyzing noisy, incomplete data, multiple occurrences of activities, or richness of process types and variants [77].
2.5. **OTHERS**

There are other service engineering projects that investigate the real data content. One such work is in the area of automated or semi-automated web service testing. These projects evaluate real, web service outputs to predict the specific data content that requires testing [13] [5]. Consequently, message data can be varied and Web service operations tested. Unlike these approaches that tend to work on just one Web service, models in our work leverages models across multiple services in a web service workflow.

2.6. **DISSERTATION FOCUS**

One strength of formal approaches such as Petri Nets, state and activity charts, temporal logic or process algebra lies in the offered mechanisms for specifying, analyzing, and verifying the properties of static workflow structures, e.g., regarding state transitions, deadlocks, or the reachability of states [39]. Adequate mechanisms for modifying these structures at run-time, however, are missing for the most part [38]. General purpose models mentioned above makes the analysis of more complex workflow models extremely costly [78], which may cause a significant overhead when complex structural changes become necessary at run-time.

This dissertation follows the concept of a static workflow technique by manually modelling workflow task and data dependency as an abstract process model. In contrast to workflow and service composition techniques the focus of service selection is based on finding the optimal services in an existing workflow that optimizes specific user needs. These optimal services define a workflow path for user specific needs. In such a setting, creating compositions from scratch is costly. Instead, we advocate automatic adaptation of
existing compositions to fit the requested service demands. Our approach starts from existing BPEL processes. The details and constraints on the environment are expressed by a Bayesian network. The network automatically decides which services are necessary to complete a desired service in a given BPEL process and which services can be removed from the process by using the Bayesian network inference engine.

Instead of design-time service rules, multiservice and generic node specification, the main underlying idea of this dissertation is based on the use of historical and ongoing workflow data to facilitate data-driven decision-making. This allows user specific trends to be captured from data and determine “selection rules” for user optimized workflow paths. Thus, even though there is an initial workflow, the automatic modification allows the workflow to adapt to dynamic changes in the environment. Without such an automatic adaptation, the workflow would have to be changed manually at compile time. This is clearly not acceptable in dynamic situations. Another advantage of adaptable workflows is that it supports process-oriented structure. In other words, sometimes—based on the current situation—a process does not have to execute all of its tasks. If the workflow can adapt itself, then it can decide not to execute these unnecessary tasks. Such an adaptation would improve the efficiency considerably, because the most suitable workflow would be generated at run time based on the request.

2.6.1. Features

- One type of reasoning help is to reason about procedural change (both temporary and permanent) within structured workflows. To perform this type of reasoning, it is useful to have formal definitions and apply mathematical analyses.
• Presentation of multiple views of how an organization is perceived to work (or how it has done procedures in the past,) as well as other information presented by the model, can be very useful to workers without any automation.

• Changes/path selection is based on the business trends in the data. Other methods show change can be made but do not demonstrate when and where to make these changes.

• Normally, several instances of a specific WF type are active at the same time. As changes of different kinds may be applied to these instances during their execution, several issues must be addressed. This work does not change any instance.

• Historical and ongoing data is used to update probabilities.
Chapter 3
AN OVERVIEW OF WEB SERVICES

Over the past years, the Internet has evolved from just a communication media into a platform for B2B integration. Emerging technologies and industrial standards in the field of Web services enable a much faster and easier cooperation of distributed partners. This chapter gives an overview of the application of Web services realize distributed, cross-organizational business processes. A Web service [79] is a self-describing, self-contained modular application that can be published, located, and invoked over a network, e.g. the Internet. A service-oriented architecture is a way to design, implement, and assemble services to support or automate business functions. Standardized interface realizes accessibility to Web services.

3.1. SERVICE ORIENTED COMPUTING

The evolution of software development began as modular mechanisms that perform concise, domain-specific task. Advancements to this approach took place in the early 1960s, with the development of the object-oriented paradigm [80] and later in the same decade through component-based programming [81]. An evolutionary leap occurred in the late 1990s with the connection of components on the WWW. This lead to the emergence of the Service Oriented Computing (SOC) paradigm and the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [82].

SOC is a paradigm for designing software applications known as services. Services are self-contained, self-describing, modular applications that can be published, located, and invoked in a distributed computing environment. There are two types of services: atomic and composite. An atomic service is a well-defined, self-contained function that does not
depend on the context or state of other services. A *composite* service is an assembly of atomic or other composite services. A service within a composite service may depend on the context or state of another service that is also within the same composite service.

Figure 3-1 illustrates a basic SOA process. It shows a service consumer at the right sending a service request message to a service provider at the left. The service provider returns a response message to the service consumer. The definition of the request and subsequent response connections are understandable to both service consumer and the service provider through standard Web services communication protocols [83][84].

![Figure 3-1. SOA Basics](image)

SOA provide the autonomous and platform-independent environment for services to communicate. Services are orchestrated and programmed using standard protocols [15]. Networks of collaborating services distributed within and across organizational boundaries allow for heterogeneous integration in incompatible environments, such as Windows and UNIX. The use of standard protocols for communication requires little or no knowledge of or control over client applications to access the service. Various types of client formats can be supported, such as browser clients, rich desktop clients, spreadsheets, wireless devices, interactive voice response (IVR) systems, and other business applications.
SOC and SOA provide a design paradigm and architecture for implementing and assembling services to support and/or automate business functions. The main idea is to allow organizations to add services or modify the composition of services to provide added-value to evolving business functions. Business logic can be realized from the orchestration order of services and the exchange of data between services. Web services provide the technological foundation for achieving connectivity and interoperability between firms, its partners, and consumers.

3.2. Web Services

Web services provide the means of connecting services and support interoperable human-to-machine and machine-to-machine interaction on a variety of platforms over a network in a distributed architecture. Web service technologies define a technical framework to implement distributed business processes while a minimum of syntactic consistency is guaranteed.

A brief history of the distributed computing paradigm is provided here. The distributed paradigm initially started with the message-passing paradigm [85] such as Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) [86], Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [87]. Message-oriented middleware [88] such as MQ Series [89], MSMQ [90] was developed to facilitate interoperability within the message-passing paradigm. Message-passing paradigm mimics inter-human communications where network services interact with each other through the exchanges of messages.

However, the abstraction provided by this paradigm does not meet the needs of the complexity of sophisticated network applications. Message passing requires the participating processes to be *tightly-coupled*: throughout their interaction and the processes
must be in direct communication with each other. If communication is lost between processes (due to failures in the communication link, in the systems, or in one of the processes), then collaboration fails. The message-passing paradigm is data-oriented. Each message contains data marshaled in a mutually agreed upon format making the task of interpreting messages a challenge.

Distributed objects and Object Request Brokers (ORBs) [91] evolved from the message-passing paradigm. Some examples are the Common Object Request Broker (COBRA) [91], and the Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) [92]. The distributed object paradigm provides abstractions beyond those of the message-passing model. In object-oriented programming [93], objects are used to represent an entity significant to an application. Each object encapsulates the state or data of the entity. In Java [94], data is contained in the instance variables of each object. The operations of the entity, can be accessed or updated through methods. Distributed objects methods can be invoked by a remote process; a process running on a computer connected via a network to the computer on which the object exists.

Some of the problems with distributed objects include the following: The behavior of objects were encapsulates. This resulted in an ambiguity in the interface definition for dependencies among object in the distributed configuration. Also, programmers were exposed to many relatively low-level details associated with the middleware architecture. A separation of concern was lacking between code related to operation in a middleware framework and code associated with the application. Finally, programmers had to explicitly deal with non-functional concerns related to issues such as security, coordination, and replication. Complexities should be hidden whenever possible.
Component models were developed to deal with the problems associated with distributed computing. [95]. A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit content dependencies only. Some examples of component models are Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) [96], Component Object Model COM+ [97], .NET Enterprise Services [98], and CORBA Component Model (CCM). Components are specified in terms of a contract. Components include both a set of provided interfaces and required interfaces. Provided interfaces are offered as services to other components. Required interfaces are the dependencies that one component has in terms of other components that must be present and connected to the components. Problems arise when components are hindered with incompatible interfaces, different architectural assumptions, and conflicts with other system components. RPC, ORBs and component models, share similar communication models based on synchronous operation invocation while only messaging systems are based on the asynchronous communication model.

Web services introduced several important changes compared to earlier architectures. It is the first technology to fulfill the promise of universal interoperability between applications running on disparate platforms. Support is provided for both asynchronous and synchronous interactions communication models. Connections are loosely coupled, a design concept where the internal workings of one service are not “known” to another service, only the external behavior of the service is known. This way, the underlying programming of a service can be modified without disrupting the system. As long as an external behavior has not changed, consumers of that service can continue to function as expected. This is an integral part of the inevitable evolution of interconnectedness that is driving the way we use the Internet.
Web services provide middleware integration between different “islands” inside an enterprise, intra-enterprise, and between different enterprises, inter-enterprise by utilizing standard Internet protocols. As opposed to other middleware technologies, which are mostly intra-enterprise solutions, Web services overcame the challenges of inter-organization operability with the use of standard specification messaging and data transfer protocols such as HTTP [4]. The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [19]; Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) [99]; and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [83] formed the initial basis for the original Web service specifications [100]. Figure 3-2 illustrates the use of the WSDL and other specifications above. The steps involved in providing and consuming a service are as follows:

1. A service provider describes its service using WSDL. This definition is published to a registry of services. The registry uses UDDI.

2. A service consumer issues one or more queries to the registry to locate a service and determine how to communicate with the service.

3. Part of the WSDL provided by the service provider is passed to the service consumer. This tells the service consumer what the requests and responses are for the service provider.

4. The service consumer uses the WSDL to send a request to the service provider.

Finally, the service provider provides the expected response to the service consumer.
The UDDI registry was intended to serve as a means of “discovering” Web services described using WSDL. The idea was that the UDDI registry could be accessed and searched in various ways to obtain contact information and the services available from various organization. Coupled with varying performance results from different UDDI implementation [101] and other issues such as doubts about trust and acceptance (the UDDI registry was not maintained by an independent authority but rather private companies) caused UDDI to not be widely implemented. Other specifications to extend and replace UDDI were developed [102].

All messages shown in Figure 3-2 were initially only sent using SOAP, which provides the envelope for sending data. The first alternative to SOAP was the Representational State Transfer (REST) [103] protocol. REST is based on a set of principles that describes how networked resources are defined and addressed. REST appeals to
developers because it has a simpler style that makes it easier to use than SOAP, it is less
verbose, and it used in a way that other resources are used on the Internet [84][104]. Both
SOAP and REST response message can be implemented using the Extensible Markup
Language (XML) [18]. XML was designed to describe data in XML tags and is a software-
and hardware-independent tool for carrying information.

The XML-tagged format provides a level of resilience not available with fixed
record formats commonly used before the advent of XML. For example, if a service
provider adds element not expected by a service consumer, the XML-tagged format allows
processing to continue without any problems occurring. Besides XML, JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) [105] is an emerging option to encode messages between service, Table
3-1 shows a comparison between XML and JSON. JSON uses name/value pairs instead of
tags used by XML. For example, the name “city” is paired with the values “Orangeburg”.
This is illustrated on the right side of Table 3-1. The name/value pairs in JSON provide the
same type of resilience as the XML-tagged format for data exchange. The name/value pairs
do not have to be in any particular order to work. The choice of format for data exchange is
dependent on the format service providers decide to use. Service consumers may normally
have an “all of the above” implantation to interact with external services that they require.

Table 3-1. Comparison of XML and JSON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>XML</th>
<th>JSON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;name&gt; Alice and Associates &lt;/name&gt;</td>
<td>{“name.” :”Alice and Associates.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;street&gt; 1 Main Street &lt;/street&gt;</td>
<td>“street.” :”1 Main Street.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;city&gt; New City &lt;/city&gt;</td>
<td>“city.” :”New City.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;state&gt; New State &lt;/state&gt;</td>
<td>“state.” :”New State.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;zip&gt; 98765&lt;/zip&gt;</td>
<td>“zip.” :”98765.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;country&gt; USA &lt;/country&gt;</td>
<td>“country.” :”USA.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Web services provide the basis for the development and execution of business processes that are distributed over a network and are available via standard interfaces and protocols. In particular, no single Web service can satisfy the functionality required by the user, but rather a combination of existing services work together to fulfill requests. A service composition is an aggregate of services collectively composed to automate a particular task or business process.

3.3. **SERVICE COMPOSITION**

The realization of domain specific business process logic is accomplished by specific aggregation of services known as service composition [31]. Services are composed in a particular order and follow a set of rules to provide support for business processes. Some recent methods that provide automation to the Web service composition include workflow based [40][106] and AI planning [41][107][47][108][109] composition methods.

For the former, we argue that the interconnectedness of service is analogous to a workflow [110]. The definition of a composite service includes a set of atomic and composite services together with the control and data flow among the services. Similarly, a workflow has to specify the flow of work items. The current achievements on flexible workflow, automatic process adaption and cross-enterprise integration provide the means for automated Web services composition.

Composite services are modeled as business processes, enacted by a service process engine. To qualify as a composition, at least two participating services plus one composition initiator needs to be present. The composition initiator is itself a service, and it orchestrates other services to perform specific business processes. The **orchestration service** is designed in the Business Process Execution Language for Web Service (BPEL4WS) [111], referred
to as just BPEL. BPEL is the process engine, which enables the top down realization of
SOA through composition, orchestration, and coordination of Web services. It focuses on
representing service compositions where the flow of a process and bindings between
services are known a priori.

3.4. SERVICE ORCHESTRATION: BPEL

General adoption of business process automation solutions requires a standard foundation
and a specialized language for composing services into business processes. BPEL is such a
language and has become a standard. BPEL is used to standardize enterprise application
integration and extend the integration to previously isolated systems. BPEL is the main
technology in environments where functionalities already are or will be exposed via Web
services.

IBM, BEA, Microsoft developed the first version of BPEL in 2002. In 2003 SAP
and Siebel provided modifications and improvements resulting in the adoption of the first
standardized version. BPEL is a convergence of two early workflow languages, WSFL
(Web services Flow Language) [112] and XLANG [113]. WSFL, designed by IBM, is based
on the concept of directed graphs. XLANG, designed by Microsoft, is a block-structured
language. BPEL combines both approaches to provide a directed acyclic graphical and
block-structured description of business process.

To an extent, BPEL is similar to traditional programming languages. It offers
constructs, such as loops, branches, variables, assignments and fault event handling that
allow business process to be define in an algorithmic way.
On the other hand, it focuses on business process logic making it less complex than traditional languages. The most important constructs are related to the invocation of web services and the data flow between services to realize user tasks. Services can be invoked either synchronously or asynchronously, in a sequence or in parallel. Data can be manipulated in the BPEL service or within any of the invoked services.

*Orchestration* is the process flow of a workflow. *Service orchestration* is the implementation of workflows whose invoked applications are implemented as a Web service.
In this dissertation, we focus on BPEL for creating and orchestrating workflow activities where applications such as e-Commerce, Enterprise resource planning (ERP) and Customer relationship management (CRM) are invoked in different orderings to implement the business logic of user tasks, Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-4, shows an example of workflow schema for a travel booking. Rectangle boxes represent workflow steps realized by BPEL activities. Here a user may use any web-enabled device to access the travel website service. This service provides consolidated air travel services for a specific company employee. Each travel service is provided by an airline service. When a user selects a travel destination, the website service takes information from the user including employee status. The employee status is used to determine what type benefits the user is entitled too, such as first class or economy class seating. Next, requests are sent to various airline services on the specific destination and accompanying benefits. The airline services then return available flight information to the travel website service. The travel website service then sort flight information according to user constrains and returns the best offer.
The process flow of a BPEL process is based on activities. BPEL distinguishes between basic activities and structured activities. Basic activities are used to implement the behavior and data flow of workflow activities such as receive, invoke, reply for message exchange and assign for data manipulation. Variables can be used as data containers for messages or other XML-based content. Structured activities are used to create a block-based control flow structure for a BPEL process such as sequence for sequential, repeat until for iterative, and flow for concurrent execution. They can recursively contain other basic and structured activities. An excerpt of a BPEL process with a flow element as a root structured activity is shown in Listing 3-1.

The structured activity flow provides the definition of an acyclic graph-based control flow, Figure 3-5. All basic and structured activities contained in a flow are regarded as concurrent. This concurrency can be synchronized by adding a control flow dependency as a link between activities. Each link has exactly one target and one source activity. An activity may have multiple ingoing and outgoing link elements. The creation of loops with link elements is not permissible. Each activity in a flow can define a Boolean condition for all ingoing link elements as the joinCondition and each outgoing link as the transitionCondition. A transitionCondition sets an outgoing link-state to either true or false.

A joinCondition evaluates whether an activity is executed (true) or not (false) based on all incoming link states. The behavior of a false joinCondition can be further controlled with the Boolean attribute suppressJoinFailure, which can be defined globally for the flow activity and locally for each contained activity. If it is set to false, a join failure is created.
Listing 3-1. Flow activity with links and transition conditions.

```xml
<flow ...>
  <links>
    <link name="request-to-approve" />
    <link name="request-to-decline" />
  </links>
  <receive name="ReceiveCreditRequest"
    creaeInstance="yes"
    partnerLink="creditRequestPLT"
    operation="creditRequest"
    variable="creditVariable">
    <sources>
      <source linkName="request-to-approve">
        <transitionCondition>
          $creditVariable/value &lt; 5000
        </transitionCondition>
      </source>
      <source linkName="request-to-decline">
        <transitionCondition>
          $creditVariable/value &geq; 5000
        </transitionCondition>
      </source>
    </sources>
  </receive>
  <invoke name="approveCredit" ...>
    <targets>
      <target linkName="request-to-approve" />
    </targets>
  </invoke>
  <invoke name="declineCredit" ...>
    <targets>
      <target linkName="request-to-decline" />
    </targets>
  </invoke>
</flow>
```

If it is set true, the activity is not executed, and all outgoing link elements are set to false. The false link state is further propagated until an activity throws a join failure, or a joinCondition is reached that evaluates to true. This mechanism is called Dead-Path-Elimination (DPE). It ensures that dead paths with false link elements are eliminated. Figure 3-5 shows a more detailed view of the aforementioned travel example.
The message exchange between Web services can be described as a WSDL extension called *partner link type*. A partner link type defines roles for all participating Web services based on the WSDL port types from the respective WSDL interfaces. Each role is associated with one WSDL port type. Partner link types are instantiated by *partner links* within a BPEL process. A partner link references one or two roles from the corresponding partner link type via the attributes *partnerRole* and *myRole*. A *partnerRole* indicates that the associated WSDL port type is used to send messages (e.g. via *invoke* and *reply*) and must be provided by the WSDL interface of an external service. A *myRole* indicates that the associated WSDL port type is used to receive messages (e.g. via *receive*) and must be provided by the WSDL interface of the BPEL process. The WS-Addressing [114] endpoint for an invoked Web service is also assigned to the partner link. It is possible to modify this
endpoint with the assign activity during process execution, which allows the dynamic invocation of Web Services.

A BPEL process may be executed in different process instances. To route an incoming message to the correct process instance, BPEL provides a correlation mechanism. It basically utilizes unique identifiers in the content of exchanged message, for example, a customer number. Properties can be defined with a corresponding WSDL extension to reference values in WSDL messages. One or more properties can be used to define a correlation set with a BPEL process. Each correlation set has a unique name so that several correlation sets can be defined for a BPEL process. All properties of one correlation set must represent a unique identifier. The values for these properties are retrieved from the message that is currently being received or sent by a corresponding activity. A correlation set must be utilized once by message exchange activity to associate the unique identifier with the process instance. Initialized correlation set are immutable and can be used for message routing by all activities that receive the message. Therefore, a correlation set is determined for an incoming message and compared with the initialized correlation set of each process instance. The message is routed to the process instance with the matching initialized correlation set.

A BPEL process is deployed and executed by a compliant process engine such as Apache ODE (Orchestration Director Engine) [115]. Each BPEL process engine provides a vendor-specific deployment descriptor that usually contains binding information for all partner links.

BPEL provides a language extension mechanism, e.g., to define custom activities or to extend existing activities by adding additional information. Extensions are identified by
a namespace and specify an additional Boolean attribute `mustUndersand` to indicate whether it is essential for workflow execution and, therefore, must be supported by a process engine or may be ignored. Extensions can further be classified as `design time only extension`, `design, and runtime extension`, and `runtime only extension` [116].

### 3.5. Web Scale Web Service Workflows

A Workflow is the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules [117]. Workflows have their origin in the early 90’s and were initially used to support and coordinate mainly human-centric business processes with information technology (IT). Business processes are a set of one or more linked procedures or activities, which collectively realize a business objective or policy goal, normally within the context of an organizational structure defining functional roles and relationships [117]. An activity is a description of a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process. An activity may be a manual activity, which does not support computer automation, or a workflow (automated) activity. A workflow activity may require both human and/or machine resources to support process execution. An activity, which is capable of computer automation, uses a workflow management system to manage the activity during execution of the business process.

Workflows provide a means to bridge the gap between the IT and the business domain. Today, workflows play a central role in IT infrastructures of enterprises, especially in the context of SOAs. Web service technology executed in SOAs are business processes and are often completely automated workflows. This dissertation focuses on SOAs as the execution infrastructure for workflows.
With SOC emerged the idea of service composition [31]; the creation of complex functionalities by integrating loosely-coupled services that form Web service workflows (WSW) [118]. Web service workflows are an ordered set of sequential and concurrent messages among services producing realizing domain-specific functions. As such, services can exist both inside and outside an enterprise creating Web-scale workflows [16], Figure 3-6. A variety of services in step 1 are combined into an inter-organizational process in step 2. Business intelligence is realized as modular infrastructure in step 3.

![Figure 3-6: Web-scale workflow (adapted from [16])](image)

Major challenges for WSW environments is the ability to design services capabilities into higher-level inter-organizational processes [16]. Also, as environments changes, mechanism in WSW are unable to adapt and detect designed induced error rendering them both nonreactive and non-proactive to learn to act autonomously. Moreover, WSW produces a deluge of data, which creates a daunting challenge to bring all of the available data together in a form that is manageable for making accurate decisions promptly.
The result is an information gap where more data does not necessarily increase our ability to process symbiotic pieces of data to arrive at the needed information. An interface is needed that allow for the efficient management of data to gain high-level understanding at runtime. Moreover, workflows need to be responsive to time-dependent and business specific trends at runtime.

Responsiveness can be stymied by the creation of the data flow, i.e. the message assignments between the activities, which can be complex and might require the user to have extensive knowledge about the underlying type representations. Currently, full workflow automation is limited to narrow and formally well-defined application domains [7]. An impetus for an agile WSWs is the fostering of collaboration and orchestrating processes among business partners.
Chapter 4
THEORETICAL EXPLANATIONS

To formally represent workflow semantics we use a Probabilistic Graphical Model (PGM) [119]. PGMs defines a family of probability distributions that represented its attributes in terms of a graph. Nodes in the graph correspond to random variables. Edges represent its structure, which translates into conditional dependencies (among variables) that drive the computation of joint, conditional, and marginal probabilities of interest [119]. The particular type of PGM used is a Bayesian Network [120]. Bayesian Networks rely on the basic insight that independence form a significant aspect of belief and that it can be exploited easily using the language of graphs.

This chapter introduces some of the background theory behind graphical modeling and Bayesian networks. First, we describe the properties of the data we are using in the model, and then the basic concepts of graphs, independence, and conditional independence. Then an explanation of how conditional independence structures can be represented graphically is given. Finally, Bayesian networks is discussed with a working example demonstrates the modeling approach.

4.1. DATA PROPERTIES

This dissertation is only concerned with the analysis of datasets on the form

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\nu^{(1)} & w^{(1)} & \cdots & z^{(1)} \\
\nu^{(2)} & w^{(2)} & \cdots & z^{(2)} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots
\end{array}
\]
that is, consisting of a set of workflow measurements, $V, W, ..., Z$, taken on $N$ data entities. The measurements are called *variables*, and the entities represent observations, for example, on different objects or at different times. A variable represents an exhaustive set of mutually exclusive events, referred to as the domain of the variable. These events are also often called states, levels, values, choices, options, etc. The domain of a variable can be discrete or continuous; discrete domains are always finite and continuous infinite.

Throughout the dissertation capital letters (possibly indexed) denote variables or sets of variables and lower case letters (possibly indexed) to denote particular values of variables. Thus, $X = x$ may either denote the fact that variable $X$ attains the value $x$ or the fact that the set of variables $X = X_1, ..., X_n$ attains the (vector) of values $X = X_1, ..., X_n$. By $\text{dom}(X) = X_1, ..., X_{|X|}$ we denote the domain of $X$, where $|X| = |\text{dom}(x)|$ is the number of possible distinct values of $X$. If $X = X_1, ..., X_n$, then $\text{dom}(X)$ is the Cartesian product (or product space) over the domains of the variables in $X$. Formally, $\text{dom}(X) = \text{dom}(X_1) \times ... \times \text{dom}(X_n)$. For example, assume that $\text{dom}(X) = \{F, T\}$ and $\text{dom}(Y) = \{\text{red}, \text{green}, \text{blue}\}$. Then $\text{dom}(X, Y) = \{(F, \text{red}), (F, \text{green}), (F, \text{blue}), (T, \text{red}), (T, \text{green}), (T, \text{blue})\}$. For $z = (F, \text{blue})$ we get $z_X = F$ and $z_Y = \text{blue}$.

A fundamental assumption of this dissertation is that the data generated by Web Service Workflows are stochastic in nature; namely, workflow measurements $V, W, ..., Z$ are random variable. A random variable is a variable whose value depends on the outcome of a probabilistic experiment. Its value is a priori unknown, but it becomes known once a workflow activity outcome is realized. We distinguish between two types of variables: continuous variables, whose values lie in the real line $\mathbb{R}$, and discrete variables (also called...
factors), which can take values from a finite set. For convenience, the label of the values in this finite set are \{1, 2, ..., #X\}, where #X is the number of levels of X. When X is a random variable we write its density or mass function as \(f_X(x)\). If X is discrete, we write this as \(P(X = j)\), for level \(j \in \{1, 2, ..., #X\}\).

In addition to the assumption that workflow measurements \(V, W, ..., Z\) are random variables, they are also random variables with a joint probability distribution function \(f_\theta(v, w, ..., z)\), where \(\theta\) is some unknown parameter. We conceive of the data as resulting from workflow invocations in which the \(N\) observations are sampled independently from \(f_\theta\). We base our inference on statements about the unknown parameter \(\theta\). Usually this inference rests more or less explicitly on historical and ongoing data produced by the workflow. We define another category of variables called chance variables or decision variables representing random events and variables representing choices under the control of some, typically human, agent.

Particular workflow cases are simulated by making certain variables fixed, so that their observed values become, as it were, a constant part of the workflow activity. We regard the remaining variables as random variables drawn from a conditional density given the fixed variables. Thus, in any hypothetical replications, the fixed values are held constant.
4.2. **GRAPHS**

A graph may be defined as a pair $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ is a set of *vertices* or *nodes* and $E$ is a set of *edges* [121]. Each edge is associated with a pair of nodes, its *endpoints*. Edges may in general be *undirected*, *bi-directed* or *directed*.

In the context of this dissertation, nodes correspond to data variables in the BPEL activities and the edges to data dependencies between activities, we focus only on directed edges.

A subset $A \subseteq V$ is *complete* if an edge connects all vertex pairs in $A$. For example, in Figure 4-1, the graph is complete. A graph $G$ is complete if the vertex $A$ is complete. A *clique* is a maximal complete subset, a complete subset that is not contained in a larger complete subset. The set of cliques of a graph $G$ is denoted by $C(G)$.

![Figure 4-1. Complete graph](image1)

Figure 4-1. Complete graph

![Figure 4-2. Incomplete graph](image2)

Figure 4-2. Incomplete graph

Two vertices $\alpha$ and $\beta$ in $G$ are said to be *adjacent*, written $\alpha \sim \beta$, if there is an edge between $\alpha$ and $\beta$ in $G$. In Figure 4-2, B, A, D, C is path of length 3 between B and C. If a
path \( \alpha = \alpha_0, \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n = \beta \) has \( \alpha = \beta \) then the path is a *cycle* of length \( n \). A graph is said to be connected if there is a path between every pair of vertices. A path \( X_1, X_2, \ldots X_n, X_1 \) is called an *n-cycle*, or a cycle of length \( n \). For example, in Figure 4-1, A, B, D, C, A is a 4-cycle. If the \( n \) vertices \( X_1, X_2, \ldots X_n \) of an \( n \)-cycle \( X_1, X_2, \ldots X_n, X_1 \) are distinct, and if \( X_j \) adjacent \( X_k \) only if \( |j-k| = 1 \) or \( n -1 \), then we call it a *chordless cycle*. A graph *triangulated* if it has no chordless cycles of length greater than or equal to four. The triangulated property turns out to be closely related to the existence of closed-form *maximum likelihood estimates*, discussed later.

A subset \( D \subset V \) *separates* \( A \subset V \) from \( B \subset V \) if every path between a vertex in \( A \) and a vertex in \( B \) contains a vertex from \( D \). The graph \( G_0 = (V_0, E_0) \) is a *subgraph* of \( G = (V, E) \) if \( V_0 \subseteq V \) and \( E_0 \subseteq E \). For \( A \subseteq V \), let \( E_A \) denote the set of edges in \( E \) between vertices in \( A \). Then \( G_A = (A, E_A) \) is the *subgraph induced by* \( A \). In Fig. 3-2, the subset \{A, C, D\} is complete. The *boundary* \( bd(\alpha) = adj(\alpha) \), is the set of vertices adjacent to \( \alpha \). Two vertices are adjacent if there is an edge between them. The boundary is equal to the set of *neighbors* \( ne(\alpha) \). The *closure* \( cl(\alpha) \) is \( bd(\alpha) \cup \{\alpha\} \).

In a directed graph \( E \) is a set of directed edges and the edges are represented as arrows. A directed graph is *acyclic* if it has no directed cycles. A DAG is a directed graph that is acyclic. A *path* (of length) from \( \alpha \) to \( \beta \) in a directed graph is a sequence of vertices \( \alpha = \alpha_0, \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n = \beta \) such that \( \alpha_{i-1} \to \alpha_i \) is an edge in the graph. If there is a path from \( \alpha \) to \( \beta \) we write \( \alpha \rightarrow \beta \). The *parents* \( pa(\beta) \) of a node \( \beta \) are those nodes \( \alpha \) for which \( \alpha \rightarrow \beta \). The descendants \( des(\alpha) \) of a node \( \alpha \) are those nodes \( \beta \) for which \( \alpha \rightarrow \beta \). The *non-descendants* \( non_{\ \text{des}}(\alpha) \) node \( \alpha \) are those nodes other than \( \alpha , pa(\alpha) \) and \( des(\alpha) \) The *ancestral set* \( an(A) \) of a set \( A \) is the union of \( A \) with its ancestors. The *ancestral graph* of a
set $A$ is the subgraph induced by the ancestral set of $A$ is the subgraph induced by the ancestral set of $A$. Moralization is the adding of edges between the parents of each node and then replacing all directed edges with undirected ones, thereby returning an undirected graph. The moralized DAG is transformed into a triangulated graph. A graph is *triangulated* if and only if every cycle of length four or greater contains an edge between two nonadjacent nodes in the cycle.

In the BPEL language, activities perform process logic. Activities can be the source or target of a process. A source activity is equivalent to a node with an outgoing edge in graph $G$. A target activity is equivalent to an incoming edge to of a node in graph $G$. Combinations of source and target activities represent a directed graphs. The BPEL standard ensures that a source activity cannot have a target activity as a logically preceding activity. This implies that directed graphs formed by source and target activities are always acyclic [15], hence we use DAG to represent data dependencies in BPEL process logic. For example, a price calculation for a product can only be started immediately after a request for the product is received, or a shipping price can only be added to an invoice after the shipper information has been obtained.

### 4.3. Independence and Conditional Independence

As *statistical objects*, graphical nodes represent variables (and sometimes parameters) in such a way that the independence structure can be read directly off the graph. Two events, $A$ and $B$ are *independent* if the probability of $A$ and $B$ is the product of their respective probabilities, written as $P(A, B) = P(A)P(B)$. This is automatic but uninteresting if $P(A) = 0$ or $1$, likewise for $B$. If $0 < P(A)$ and $P(B)$, then an equivalent statement for
independence is \( P(A|B) = P(A) \), that is, the probability of \( A \) given \( B \) is the probability of \( A \), alternatively \( P(B|A) = P(B) \) [122]. Independence means that the occurrence or lack of \( A \), alternatively \( B \), does not influence the occurrence or lack of it of the other.

From the context of graphs, *conditional independence* is represented in the following way. Let \((X_v)_{v \in A}\) be a collection of random variables with a joint density. Let \( A, B \) and \( C \) be subsets of \( V \) and let \( X_A = (X_v)_{v \in A} \) and similarly for \( X_B \) and \( X_C \). Then the statement that \( X_A \) and \( X_B \) are conditionally independent given \( X_C \), written \( A \cap B|C \), means that for each possible value of \( x_C \) of \( X_C \), \( X_A \) and \( X_B \) are independent in the conditional distribution given \( X_C = x_C \). Otherwise, if \( C \) is not observed, then \( A \) and \( B \) are potentially dependent.

Let \( f() \) be a generic density or probability mass function, then one characterization of \( A \cap B|C \) is \( f(x_A, x_B | x_C) = f(x_A | x_C) f(x_B | x_C) \). An equivalent characterization is the joint density of \((X_A, X_B, X_C)\) factorizes as \( f(x_A, x_B | x_C) = g(x_A, x_C) h(x_B, x_C) \) [123]. The two functions \( g() \) and \( h() \) does not depend on \( x_B \) and \( x_A \) respectively. This is known as the *factorization criterion*.

Conditional independence in undirected graphs is represented in the following way: let \( G = (V, E) \) be an undirected graph with cliques \( C_1, ..., C_k \) and \( f() \) be a joint density of the variables in \( V \). If this admits a factorization of the form \( f(x_V) = \prod_{i=1}^{k} g_i(x_{C_i}) \) for some functions \( g_1() ... g_k() \) where \( g_j() \) depends on \( x \) only through \( x_{C_j} \) then we say the \( f() \) factorizes according to \( G \). If all the densities under a model factorizes according to \( G \), the \( G \) encodes the conditional independence structure of the model through the *global Markov property* [124].
Patterns of conditional independence occurs in DAGs if the joint density factorizes as follows \( f(x_v = \prod_{v \in V} f(x_v | x_{pa(v)}) \) for some variable sets \( \{pa(v)\}_{v \in V} \) such that the variables in \( pa(v) \) precede \( v \) in the ordering [125]. In DAGs, conditional independence is represented by a property called \( d\)-separation [120]. The notion of \( d\)-separation can be defined in various ways, but one characterization is as follow: \( A \) and \( B \) are \( d\)-separated by a set \( C \) if and only if they are separated in the graph formed by moralizing the anterior graph of \( A \cup B \cup C \) [126]. This dissertation uses DAGs to model Web service workflows.

In BPEL, the \(<flow>\) activity provides concurrency and synchronization. A \(<flow>\) activity creates a set of concurrent activities directly nested within it. It enables synchronization dependencies between activities that are nested within it to any depth. The \(<link>\) construct is used only to express synchronization dependencies. In the following example, the two \(<invoke>\) activities are enabled to start concurrently when the \(<flow>\) starts. Assuming the \(<invoke>\) operations are request-response operations, the completion of the \(<flow>\) occurs after both the seller and the shipper respond. The “transferMoney” activity is executed after the \(<flow>\) completes.

```
<sequence>
  <flow>
    <invoke partnerLink="Seller" ... />
    <invoke partnerLink="Shipper" ... />
  </flow>
  <invoke partnerLink="Bank" name="transferMoney" ... />
</sequence>
```

To represent the BPEL snippet in a graphical and conditional perspective, “Seller”, “Shipper” and “transferMoney” are variables and are represented as nodes in a graph. “Seller” and “Shipper” are parents of “transferMoney” and is conditional independent of “transferMoney”, Figure 4-3. Additional, there is no edge connecting “Seller” and
“Shipper”. Hence, we can say “Seller” and “Shipper” are conditional independent given “transferMoney” written as: $\text{Seller} \cap \text{Shipper} \mid \text{transferMoney}$

4.4. PROBABILISTIC NETWORKS

Probabilistic networks are graphical models of (causal) interactions among a set of variables. Nodes represent variables or parameters and the interactions (direct dependencies) as directed links (also known as arcs and edges) between the nodes. Any pair of unconnected/nonadjacent nodes of such a graph indicates (conditional) independence between the variables represented by these nodes under particular circumstances. Hence, probabilistic networks capture a set of (conditional) dependence and independence properties associated with the variables represented in the network. A domain of random variables can, for instance, form the basis of a decision support system to help decision makers identify the most beneficial decision in a given situation [127]. Two branches of graphical representations of distributions are commonly used, namely, Bayesian networks and Markov networks. Both families encompass the properties of factorization and independences, but they differ on the set of independences they can encode and the
factorization of the distribution that they induce [119]. We use Bayesian Network branch of probabilistic networks in this dissertation to model BPEL processes.

The graphical or structural aspect of a probabilistic network is referred to as its qualitative component, and the probabilistic, numerical part or calculus of uncertainty as its quantitative component. The qualitative component encodes a set of (conditional) dependence and independence statements among a set of random variables, informational precedence, and preference relations. They are visually encoded using a graphical language. The quantitative component specifies the strengths of dependence relations using probability theory and preference relations using probability theory.

Since a probabilistic network consists of two components, it is customary to consider its constructions as a two-phase process. As the first step, the qualitative structure of the model is constructed using a graphical language. This step consists of identifying variables and relations between variables. As the second step, the values of probabilistic values are computed. Probabilistic Graphical modeling has two main advantages:

1. It allows for a multivariate approach by including all relevant variables in the analysis to study the conditional as well as the marginal associations.
2. Markov properties of pairwise, local and global [125][128][129], allows for a simple translation from a graph-theoretic property and separation perspective to a statistical property of conditional independence.

The key inference task with a probabilistic network is computation of posterior probabilities of the form $P(X|e)$, where, in general $e$ is evidence (i.e., information) received from external sources about the (possible) states/values of a subset of the variables of the network. The ability to perform inter-causal inference is unique for graphical models and is
one of the key differences between automatic reasoning systems based on probabilistic networks and systems based on, for example, production rules. In a rule-based system, we would need dedicated rules for taking care of inter-causal reasoning.

In our approach, we manually create the qualitative component of the probabilistic network from BPEL activities. Activities are realized as variables and are represented as nodes in a network. To create edges between the nodes, we distinguish between source and target activities and determine their sequential or concurrent dependencies. For example, we demonstrate the creation of the qualitative component from the following BPEL snippet:

```xml
<flow suppressJoinFailure="yes">
  <links>
    <link name="buyToSettle" />
    <link name="sellToSettle" />
    <link name="toBuyConfirm" />
    <link name="toSellConfirm" />
  </links>
  <receive name="receiveBuyerInformation" ...>
    <sources>
      <source linkName="buyToSettle" />
    </sources>
  </receive>
  <receive name="receiveSellerInformation" ...>
    <sources>
      <source linkName="sellToSettle" />
    </sources>
  </receive>
  <invoke name="settleTrade" ...>
    <targets>
      <joinCondition>$buyToSettle and $sellToSettle</joinCondition>
      <target linkName="buyToSettle" />
      <target linkName="sellToSettle" />
    </targets>
    <sources>
      <source linkName="toBuyConfirm" />
      <source linkName="toSellConfirm" />
    </sources>
  </invoke>
  <reply name="confirmBuyer" ...>
    <targets>
      <target linkName="toBuyConfirm" />
    </targets>
  </reply>
  <reply name="confirmSeller" ...>
    <targets>
      <target linkName="toSellConfirm" />
    </targets>
  </reply>
</flow>
```
The `<flow>` activity is used to specify one or more activities to be performed concurrently. `<links>` can be used within a `<flow>` to define explicit control dependencies between nested child activities. The previous `<link>`’s are defined as:

- “buyToSettle” starts at “receiveBuyerInformation” (specified in the corresponding `<source>` element nested in “receiveBuyerInformation”) and ends at “settleTrade” (specified in the corresponding `<target>` element nested in “settleTrade”).
- “sellToSettle” starts at “receiveSellerInformation” and ends at “settleTrade”.
- “toBuyConfirm” starts at “settleTrade” and ends at “confirmBuyer.”
- “toSellConfirm” starts at “settleTrade” and ends at “confirmSeller.”

The corresponding qualitative component defined in the `<flow>` activities cause “receiveBuyerInformation” and receiveSellerInformation to run concurrently. The settleTrade activity is performed only after both of these activities are completed. After settleTrade completes the two activities, confirmBuyer and confirmSeller are performed concurrently again.
4.5. **PROBABILISTIC CALCULUS**

In this section, we provide the framework for representing and reasoning with uncertainty in a BPEL process. Each BPEL activity that represents a node is assigned a degree of belief which is interpreted as a probability that quantifies the belief in that event. The focus of this section is to describe the semantics of degrees of belief, its properties and the methods used for revising them in light of new evidence.

**Degrees of Belief.** We assign a *degree of belief or probability* in [0, 1] to each world \( \omega \) and denote it by \( P(\omega) \). A *world* is defined as an instantiation of a state in the statespace of each BPEL activity cause by a workflow invocation. The belief in, or probability of, a BPEL activity \( \alpha \) is defined as:

\[
P(\alpha) \triangleq \sum_{\omega \models \alpha} P(\omega),
\]

\((EQ 4-1)\)
which is the sum of probabilities assigned to worlds to which $\alpha$ is true. As an example, table 4.1, lists a set of worlds and their corresponding degrees of belief. Each world represents a Web service workflow invocation and its set of BPEL activities. This is known as the state of belief or the joint probability distribution of the probability network or Web Service workflow. As a demonstrated example we consider a situation where a solution to a problem is being derived by Human Computing Services (HCS) and Machine Computing Services (MCS). A value of true or false is returned in the event that either an HCS or MCS thinks they or it have determined a solution. Likewise, a value of true or false is returned if the problem has been solved. Based on Table 4.1, we have the following initial or prior beliefs:

$$P(HCS) = P(\omega_1) + P(\omega_2) + P(\omega_3) + P(\omega_4) = .1$$

$$Pr(MCS) = .2$$

$$P(Solution) = .2442$$

$$\sum_{\omega} P(\omega) = 1$$

**Table 4.1. A State of Belief, also known as a Joint Distribution.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World</th>
<th>HCS Activities</th>
<th>MCS Activities</th>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>P(ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.0190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_2$</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_3$</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_4$</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.0240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_5$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_6$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_7$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_8$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.7128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Properties of Belief.

- $0 \leq P(\alpha) \leq 1$ for any event $\alpha$
- $P(\alpha) = 0$ when $\alpha$ is inconsistent
- $P(\alpha) = 1$ when $\alpha$ is valid
- $P(\alpha) + P(\neg \alpha) = 1$ The complement of a belief could be derived from the belief
- $P(\alpha) \lor P(\beta) = P(\alpha) + P(\beta) - P(\alpha \land \beta)$ Belief can be computed in disjunction
- $P(\alpha) \lor P(\beta) = P(\alpha) + P(\beta)$ If $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are mutually exclusive

Quantify uncertainty. Uncertainty about a variable $X$ is formally quantified using the notion of entropy measure [130][131]:

$$ENT(X) \equiv -\sum_x P(x) \log_2 x \quad (EQ \ 4-2)$$

Intuitively, beliefs in Table 4-1 may seem more certain about HCE events as opposed to solutions events. However, the entropies associated with these events show that we are more certain about the solutions events as opposed to HCE events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$P(HCS)$</th>
<th>$P(MCS)$</th>
<th>$P(Solution)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>0.2442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENT(.)</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Updating Beliefs. Beliefs are updated to accommodate new information, which we refer to as evidence. More generally, evidence will be represented by an arbitrary event, for example, $\beta$. Given evidence $\beta$, current belief $P(\omega)$ will be updated into a new state of belief denoted by $P(\omega|\beta)$ and hence every $\omega$ that satisfies $\neg \beta$ is assigned the belief 0 $P(\omega|\beta) = 1$. New beliefs with a positive probability in normalized by the old beliefs, with
the normalizing constant being our old belief in the evidence, \( P(\beta) \). New states of beliefs are define as:

\[
P(\omega|\beta) \triangleq \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } \omega \equiv \neg \beta \\
\frac{P(\omega)}{P(\beta)}, & \text{if } \omega \equiv \beta 
\end{cases} \quad (EQ 4-3)
\]

The new state of belief \( P(\omega|\beta) \) is referred to as the result of *conditioning* the old state on evidence \( \beta \). Table 4.3 shows the updated beliefs given evidence “Solution = true”. Some of the changes induced by this new evidence are; Prior belief in \( P(MCS) = 0.2 \) moved to \( P(HCS|Solution) = 0.741 \), prior belief in \( P(HCS) = 0.1 \) moved to \( P(HCS|Solution) = 0.307 \). To avoid having to explicitly computing belief for every \( \omega \), the closed form for updating belief, *Bayes Condition* [120], is used:

\[
P(\alpha|\beta) = \frac{P(\alpha \land \beta)}{P(\beta)} \quad (EQ 4-4)
\]

Bayes conditioning has the same commitments as belief updating:

1. Worlds that contradict the evidence \( \beta \) will have zero probability
2. Worlds that have zero probability will continue to have zero probability
3. Worlds that are consistent with evidence \( \beta \) and have positive probability will maintain their relative beliefs.
Table 4-3. A State of Belief and the Result of Conditioning it on Evidence Solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World</th>
<th>HCS</th>
<th>MCS</th>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>P(.)</th>
<th>P(.)</th>
<th>Solution</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.0190</td>
<td>0.0190/0.2442</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_2$</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_3$</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.0560</td>
<td>0.0560/0.2442</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_4$</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.0240</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_5$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.1620</td>
<td>0.1620/0.2442</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_6$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_7$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>0.0072/0.2442</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_8$</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0.7128</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Repeated applications of Bayes conditioning is performed using the chain rule [120]:

\[
P(\alpha_1 \land \alpha_2 \land \ldots \alpha_n) = P(\alpha_1|\alpha_2 \land \ldots \land \alpha_n) P(\alpha_2|\alpha_3 \land \ldots \land \alpha_n) P(\alpha_n)
\]

\[\text{(EQ 4-5)}\]

Bayes conditioning is used to perform case analysis:

\[
P(\alpha) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(\alpha \land \beta_i) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(\alpha|\beta_i) P(\beta_i)
\]

\[\text{(EQ 4-6)}\]

Case analysis is the computation in the belief of event $\alpha$ by adding up beliefs in a number of mutually exclusive cases, $\alpha \land \beta_1, \ldots \alpha \land \beta_n$, that cover the conditions under which $\alpha$ holds.

When an event $\alpha$ is perceived to be a cause of event $\beta$, Bayes Rule [120] is used to assess belief in the cause given the effect:

\[
P(\alpha|\beta) = \frac{P(\beta|\alpha)P(\alpha)}{P(\beta)}
\]

\[\text{(EQ 4-7)}\]
In addition to Bayes conditioning, we use conditional entropy of a variable $X$ given another variable $Y$ to quantify the average uncertainty about the value of $X$ after observing the value of $Y$:

$$\text{ENT}(X|y) \equiv - \sum_x P(x|y) \log_2 P(x|y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (EQ 4-8)

Table 4-4 shows some entropies for the variable MCE in our previous example.

|        | $P(MCS)$ | $P(MCS|\text{Solution} = \text{true})$ | $P(MCS|\text{Solution} = \text{false})$ |
|--------|----------|-----------------------------------------|------------------------------------------|
| true   | 0.2      | 0.741                                   | 0.025                                    |
| false  | 0.8      | 0.259                                   | 0.975                                    |
| ENT(.) | 0.722    | 0.825                                   | 0.169                                    |

**Soft Evidence.** We differentiate between two types of evidence, hard and soft. Hard evidence reflects that some event has conclusively occurred while soft evidence is not conclusive. For example, we may get unreliable evidence $\beta$ has occurred, which may increase belief in $\beta$ but not to the point of certainty. Soft evidence is specified in terms of its strength as it relates to either its integration or independence with existing belief. *Jeffrey’s rule* [132] is used to integrate soft evidence with initial belief:

$$P'(\omega) \equiv \begin{cases} 
\frac{q}{P(\beta)} & \text{if } \omega \models \neg \beta \\
\frac{1-q}{P(\neg \beta)} & \text{if } \omega \models \beta 
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (EQ 4-9)

Jeffrey’s rule specifies soft evidence as a constraint $P'(\beta) = q$, where $P'$ denotes the new state of belief after accommodating the evidence and $\beta$ is the event to which the evidence pertains. Jeffrey’s rule follows the same principle as Bayes conditioning where updated belief from $\beta$ to $q$ must sum to one. In addition, $P'(\beta) = q$ imposes the following constraint $P'(\neg \beta) = 1 - q$ and now updated belief from $\neg \beta$ to $1 - q$ must also add up to one. Jeffrey’s Rule can be generalized as follows:
\[ P'(\alpha) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i P(\alpha | \beta_i) \]  

(EQ 4-10)

Consider a service TCS that tracks the sales of a toy which can have one of three colors green \( tcs_g \), blue \( tcs_b \), or yellow \( tcs_y \). We want to know whether the next day the cloth will be sold \( s \). The first three columns of Table 4-5 demonstrates initial or prior beliefs. The original belief in the toy being sold is \( P(0.56) \). Moreover, the original belief in toy colors \( tcs_g \), blue \( tcs_b \), and yellow \( tcs_y \) are 0.3, 0.3, and 0.4, respectively. Given new evidence we conclude update our belief in toy colors to 0.7, 0.25 and 0.05. By applying Jeffery’s rule we get \( P'(s) = 0.7 \frac{0.12}{0.3} + 0.25 \frac{0.12}{0.3} + 0.05 \frac{0.32}{0.4} = 0.42 \). The new evidence reduces out belief in the toy being sold. The fourth column, in Table 4-5, represent updated or posterior belief using Jeffery’s Rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worlds</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>TCS</th>
<th>( P(.) )</th>
<th>( P'(.) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_1 )</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>( tcs_g )</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.28 = 0.12 x 0.7/0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_2 )</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>( tcs_g )</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.42 = 0.18 x 0.7/0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_3 )</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>( tcs_b )</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10 = 0.12 x 0.25/0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_4 )</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>( tcs_b )</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.15 = 0.18 x 0.25/0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_5 )</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>( tcs_y )</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.04 = 0.32 x 0.5/0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_6 )</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>( tcs_y )</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01 = 0.08 x 0.5/0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second method for specifying soft evidence is *Bayes factor*:

\[ k = \frac{O'(\beta)}{O(\beta)} \]  

(EQ 4-11)

where \( k \) is the ratio of the odds \( O'(\beta) \), of \( \beta \) after accommodating the evidence, \( P'(\beta)/P'(-\beta) \) and the odds \( O(\beta) \), of \( \beta \) before accommodating the evidence, \( P(\beta)/P(-\beta) \). That is, the odds of 1 indicates that we believe \( \beta \) and \( -\beta \) equally, while the odds of
10 indicates that we believe \( \beta \) ten time more than the belief \( \neg \beta \). Bayes factor is based on declaring the strength of evidence indecently from the currently held beliefs. As an example, consider three Web services \( XCS, YCS \) and \( ZCS \), each containing different computer vision algorithms \( xcs_a, ycs_b \) and \( zcs_b \). Suppose the initial belief about the performance of each algorithm to solve a specific problem is described in column three of Table 4-6. The accompanying odds of the evidence is listed in column 4. According to the initial evidence, we could specify, “Web service \( XCS \) has triple the odds of solving the problem.” Given new evidence, Bayes factor = 2, we have \( \frac{O(solution=XCS)}{O(solution=XCS)} = 2 \). Using this new evidence, \( P'(solution = XCS) = \frac{3 \times 2/3}{3 \times 2/3 + 1/3} = \frac{6}{7} \approx 86\% \). With new evidence independent from the previous evidence, the following statement can now be made “The new (soft) evidence has strengthened belief by 86\%” or more intuitively “Belief has doubled”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>world</th>
<th>Machine Learning Service</th>
<th>( P(.) ) of solution</th>
<th>( O(.) ) of solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_1 )</td>
<td>XCS</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_2 )</td>
<td>YCS</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega_3 )</td>
<td>ZCS</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.6. Bayesian Networks

This dissertation considers the family of probabilistic graphical networks known as Bayesian networks (BN) [133] to represent BPEL data dependencies. Bayesian networks represent a (joint) probability distribution using a graphical model of a directed, acyclic graph (DAG). Every node in the graph corresponds to a random variable in the domain and is annotated by a Conditional Probability Distribution (CPD), defining the conditional distribution of the variable given its parent [120]. It provides a model-based domain
description, where the model is reflecting properties of the problem domain (rather than the
domain expert), and probability calculus is used as the calculus of uncertainty.

To facilitate an efficient representation of a broad and complex domain with many
random variables, the framework of Bayesian networks uses a graphical representation to
encode dependence and independence relations among the random variables. The
dependence and independence relations induce a compact representation of the joint
probability distribution. A Bayesian network encodes a joint probability distribution over a
set of random variables, $X$, of a problem domain. The set of conditional probability
distributions, $P$, specifies a multiplicative factorization of the joint probability distribution
over $X$ as represented by the chain rule, equation 4-5 [134].

Bayesian network that represents some probability distribution and is used to answer
some probabilistic query often in the form of computing $P(X|E = e)$, i.e. the probability
distribution over some random variables $X$ given some evidence $E = e$. For example, in a
travel itinerary workflow we can query the probability of flights given specific destinations
and/or price ranges.

The construction of a Bayesian network (or any probabilistic network for that
matter) proceeds according to an iterative procedure where the set of nodes and their states,
and the set of links are updated iteratively as the model becomes more and more refined.
Also, Bayesian networks provide inference. To solve a Bayesian network $N = (\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{G}, P)$ is
to compute all posterior marginals given a set of evidence $E$, i.e., $P(X|E)$ for all $X \in \mathcal{X}$. If
the evidence set is empty, i.e., $E = \emptyset$, then the task is to compute all prior marginals, i.e.,
$P(X)$ for all $X \in \mathcal{X}$. 
Implementation of BNs uses the fact that the joint probability distribution of all the variables in a network factorizes according to the structure of the graph. The distributions of interest can then be found by a series of local computations, involving only some of the variables at a time [127]. Bayesian networks are therefore suitable for problems where the variables exhibit a complicated dependency structure. For an overview of different applications of Bayesian Networks see [135]. In this dissertation, we discuss already developed methods for inference and constructing the knowledge base, and we demonstrate an exact approximation method to model Web Service Workflows.

**Capturing Independence Graphically.** The qualitative component is used to capture independence. Even though the joint probability distribution specified by a Bayesian network is defined in terms of conditional independence, a Bayesian network is most often constructed using the notion of cause-effect relations. In practice, cause-effect relations between entities of a problem domain can be represented in a Bayesian network using a graph of nodes representing random variables and links representing cause-effect relations between the entities.

A Bayesian network relies on the basic insight that independence forms a significant aspect of beliefs and that it can be elicited rather easily using the language of graphs. Figure 4-3 shows an example of a simple Bayesian network implied from a set of BPEL activities. The Bayesian network represents a subset of possible cause of flight delays taken from the U.S. Department of Transportation's (DOT) Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) [136]. The network models a Web service workflow of services monitoring possible causes of a delayed arriving flight. Nodes represent the variables of a Web service workflow and the edges in the graph represent “direct casual influences” among these variables.
For example, the “Departure delay” is a direct cause of “Arrival delay”. Given this causal structure, belief in “Arrival delay” is influenced by evidence in “Alert”. If we get an alert that, a weather event has occurred, then the belief that there will be an arrival delay can increase. However, if hard evidence suggest that there was a delayed flight, then evidence can negate the “Alert” node’s evidence suggesting independence arrival delay from alert given departure delay.

![Figure 4-5. Flight Delay Web Service Bayesian Network.](image)

Arrival Delays are represented by the random variable “Arrival Delay”, which is directly influenced by two variables, “Departure Delay”, and “Air time”. These variables represent whether or not a plane was delayed at departure and the length of time the plane took during the flight. The “Departure Delay” variable is in turn directly influenced by variables “Taxi out delay” and “weather”. “Taxi out delay” represent whether or not there was a delay in the plane leaving the terminal gate. The “weather” variable represent whether or not there was a weather event that may cause a backlog. Finally, the “alert” variable is influence by the “weather” variable. The “alert” represents whether or not there was an alert indicating a weather event.
The *Markovian Assumption* is used to interpret formally the independence of the DAG of a Bayesian network:

\[ I(V, \text{pa}(V), \text{non}_{-}\text{des}(V)) \]  

(EQ 4-12)

where \( V \) is the set of nodes in graph \( G = (V, E) \), \( \text{pa}(V) \) are the parents of \( V \) and \( \text{non}_{-}\text{des}(V) \) are the descendants of \( V \). The Markovian assumption is denoted as \( \text{Markov}(G) \). In general, \( \text{pa}(V) \) denotes the *direct causes* of \( V \) and \( \text{non}_{-}\text{des}(V) \) denotes the *effects* of \( V \). The Markovian assumption dictates that given the direct causes of a variable, beliefs in that variable will be longer be influenced by any other variable except possibly by its effects. The following are all the independence statements of Figure 4-3:

\[ I(AD, \{DD, AT\}, \{TOD, W, A\}) \]
\[ I(A, W \{AD, AT, DD, TOD\}) \]
\[ I(DD, \{W, TOD\}, \{A, AT\}) \]
\[ I(TOD, \emptyset, \{W, A, AT\}) \]
\[ I(W, \emptyset, \{TOD, AT\}) \]
\[ I(AT \emptyset, \{W, A, DD, TOD\}) \]

**Parameterizing the Independence Structure.** Parameterizing is the quantifying of the dependencies between nodes and their parents. This quantity is represented as a joint probability distribution satisfying the independence assumptions of \( \text{Markov}(G) \). After the structure is created as aforementioned, the set of conditional probabilities are outline as follows: For every variable \( X \) in the DAG \( G \) and its parents \( U \), we provide the probability \( P(x|u) \) for every value \( x \) of \( X \) and every instantiation \( u \) of parent \( U \). For example in Figure 4-3, we provide the following conditional probabilities:
\[ P(\text{ad}|\text{dd, at}), P(\text{dd}|w, \text{tod}), P(\text{a}|w), P(w), P(\text{tod}), P(\text{at}) \]

where \( \text{ad, dd, at, tod, w and a} \) are values of variables \( \text{AD, DD, AT, TOD, W and A} \). An example of the conditional probability quantities are:

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{W} & \text{A} & P(\text{A}|\text{W}) \\
\hline
\text{true} & \text{true} & 0.80 \\
\text{true} & \text{false} & 0.20 \\
\text{false} & \text{true} & 0.001 \\
\text{false} & \text{false} & 0.999 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

This table is referred to as the \textit{conditional probability table} (CPT) for variable \( \text{AD} \). Each variable will have its own CPT.

We now formally define a Bayesian Network:

A \textit{Bayesian Network} for variables \( \mathbf{Z} \) is a pair \((G, \Theta)\), where:

- \( G \) is a directed acyclic graph over variables \( \mathbf{Z} \), called the network \textit{structure}.
- \( \Theta \) is a set of CPTs, one for each variable in \( \mathbf{Z} \), called the network \textit{parameterization}.
- The probability distribution is given by the chain rule 
  \[ P(\mathbf{z}) \equiv \prod_{\theta_{x|u}} \theta_{x|u} \]

We use the following notations throughout the dissertation to represent the particulars of a Bayesian network:

- \( \Theta_{x|u} \) denote the CPT for variable \( X \) and its parents \( U \)
- \( \mathbf{XU} \) denote a \textit{network} family
- \( \theta_{x|u} \) denote a specific value of a CPT and call it a network \textit{parameter}
- \( P(x|u) \) is the conditional probability of network parameter \( \theta_{x|u} \)
- \( \theta_{x|u} \sim \mathbf{z} \) denote network parameter \( \theta_{x|u} \) is compatible with a network instantiation \( \mathbf{z} \) when the instantiations \( xu \) and \( b \) are compatible, i.e. they agree on the values they assign to common variables.
Graphical Test of Independence. The Markov assumption cannot represent all of the independence assumptions of the JPD of a Bayesian network. We use a property called \( d\)-separation [120] which can derive independences not captured by \( Markov(G) \) and are derived from graphoid axioms [123]. Given three sets of variables \( X, Y, \) and \( Z \) we test whether \( X \) and \( Y \) d-separated by \( Z \) in DAG \( G \), written as \( dsep_G(X, Y, Z) \) by considering whether every path between a node in \( X \) and a node in \( Y \) and ensuring that the path is blocked by \( Z \) if at least one node on the path is closed given \( Z \). The notation of a closed node is a node with hard evidence. We consider three types of paths and state the conditions for \( d\)-separation.

- A sequential path (\( \rightarrow W \rightarrow \)) is closed iff variable \( W \) appears in \( Z \).
  
  For example, the sequential path \( W \rightarrow DD \rightarrow AD \) in Figure 4-3, is closed iff we know the value of variable \( DD \), otherwise a weather event may change our belief in the plane arriving late.

- A divergent path (\( \leftarrow W \rightarrow \)) is closed iff variable \( W \) appears in \( W \).
  
  For example, the divergent path \( A \leftarrow W \rightarrow DD \) in Figure 4-3, is closed iff we know the value \( W \), otherwise an alert on a weather event may change our belief a departure delay.

- A convergent path (\( \rightarrow W \leftarrow \)) is closed iff neither variable \( W \) nor any of its descendants appears in \( Z \).
  
  For example, the convergent path \( W \rightarrow DD \leftarrow TOD \) in Figure 4-3 is closed iff neither the value of variable \( DD \) nor \( AD \) are known, otherwise, a taxi out delay may change the belief in weather.
Reasoning with Bayesian Networks. We reason with the Bayesian network in the following ways:

- **Probability of evidence**: the probability of some variable instantiation $e, P(e)$
- **Prior and posterior marginal**: Given a joint probability distribution $P(x_1, ... x_n)$ the marginal distribution or prior marginal $P(x_1, ... x_m), m \leq n$ is:

$$P(x_1, ... x_m) = \sum_{x_{m+1} \ldots x_n} P(x_1, ... x_n)$$

The posterior distribution is the marginal distribution given some evidence $e$

$$P(x_1, ... x_m | e) = \sum_{x_{m+1} \ldots x_n} P(x_1, ... x_n | e)$$

- **Soft evidence**: We use either Jeffery’s rule or the Bayes factor as aforementioned
- **Most Probable Explanation (MPE) [137]**: Given $X_1, ... X_n$ represents all of the network variables and $e$ is the given explanation, the goal is to identify an instantiation $x_1, ... x_n$ for which the probability $P(x_1, ... x_n | e)$ is maximal. When only a subset of network variables are used we consider the Maximum a posterior hypothesis (MAP) [138] measure. Given $M$ is a subset of all network variables $X$ and given some evidence $e$, the goal is find an instantiation $m$ of variables $M$ for which the probability $P(m | e)$ is maximal. Variables $M$ are known as the Map variables.
Figure 4-6. Prior Marginals for the Delay Service BN.

An example of the probability of evidence, assume we are interested in knowing the likelihood of an arrival delay, \( P(AD = "true") \). The resulting probability is 76.3%.

To demonstrate the prior and posterior marginal respectively, assume we observe that there was an arrival delay, and we ask, “What is the probability that there was a weather event?” Stated more formally, we are looking for \( P(W = Y|AD = F) \). Note that the position of the Weather node in the graph shows that this variable does not directly influence the Arrival Delay variable; however, these variables are not independent. If there is no arrival delay then there is a higher likelihood that the there is no weather event. Figure 4-4, shows the prior marginal values of the Delay Web service BN. Figure 4-5, shows the updated beliefs or posterior marginals after entering evidence \( AD = F \). The initial belief that a weather could cause a delay was 20%, given hard evidence of no arrival delay the BN updated the belief that weather caused a delay to 25%. Intuitively, one would expect the belief in a weather event to decrease instead on increase. This is as a result of the strengths of the initial beliefs in both the
“weather” and “Taxi delay out” nodes and its effects on the “Arrival delay” node. Later we show a more informed way priming the network to reflect real world events.

As another example, consider the following query $P(AD|A = \text{true}, TOD = \text{false}$" Intuitively, since we have hard evidence on a weather alert we would expect that a weather event did in fact take place. Figure 4-6, shows that belief was updated to approximately 69% up from 20%. The arrival delay now shows approximately 72%, down from approximately 73%.
To demonstrate soft evidence, we use the Bayes factor. Suppose for example that we received the soft evidence that doubled the odds of a weather event or a taxi out delay. To represent the OR condition of two nodes and the Bayes factor condition, we add additional auxiliary nodes, “W-or-TOD” and “Bayes Factor”.

Figure 4-9. Auxiliary nodes for Soft Evidence.

Figure 4-9, show the prior marginals and Figure 4-10, shows the posterior marginal with the Bayes factor as soft evidence.

Finally, we use the MPE to compute the most viable path within the workflow given a particular evidence for which the probability \( P(x_1, ..., x_n | e) \) is maximal to determine. We use the variable elimination algorithm [139] to compute the MPE. The variable elimination algorithm uses factors to represent each instantiation of variables in a distribution. A factor is a function over a set of variables, mapping each instantiation of these variables to a non-negative number. There are two key operations that apply to factors. The first is summing out a variable from a factor and the second is multiplying two factors. The variable
elimination algorithm first multiplies factors with common a variable and then sum out that variable from the resulting common factor. In contrast, MPE by variable elimination maximize out that variable instead of summing it out. The MPE probability given $e$ and Bayesian network variable $Q$ is defined as:

$$MPE_p(e) \equiv \max P(q|e)$$

(EQ 4-13)

Since there may be a number of instantiations $q$ that attain this maximal probability then each instantiation is then an MPE instantiation, where the set of all such instantiations is defines as:

$$MPE_p(e) \equiv \arg \max P(q|e)$$

(EQ 4-14)

Consider for example the MPE for arrival delay being true, $MPE(x_{BN}|AD = "true")$, where $x_{BN}$ represent all the other variable in the BN. The results returns departure delay and weather event as the probable causes.

It is important to realize that the reasoning in these examples comes directly from the joint probability distribution over the domain variables. In other words, there is no need to create special reasoning rules since all the information that we need is encoded in the joint probability distribution. Thus, if we can represent the probability distribution and answer the probabilistic queries about it, we get this type of sophisticated reasoning “for free” using the probabilistic approach.
Learning from Data. Previous we parameterize the Bayesian network from prior knowledge of the domain of the workflow. For our first example we asked, given there was no arrival delay what is the likelihood that a weather event occurred \( P(W = Y|AD = F) \). Intuitively, we would most likely guess that since there was no delay then most likely an weather event did not occur. However, the Bayesian network returned a higher posterior marginal than the prior marginal that a weather event has occurred. This is because we had to rely only on expert opinion to populate the BN which may skew the BN to non-real world scenarios. To rely less heavily on prior marginal, which may not reflect real world events, we use historical data to parameterize the Bayesian network. Historical data would capture historical trends of the workflow behavior and would hence better reflect real world events and its probabilities.
To parameterize the BN from data we use the Expectation Maximization (EM) learning algorithm [140]. The EM algorithm determines the values of conditional dependencies between network variables quantitatively based on observed data. In particular, this method generates a belief model that maximizes the expectation of the data. We assume the data could be complete i.e. without missing values of incomplete.

Given a complete data set, Table 4-8, generated independently and according to their probabilities an empirical distribution can be used to summarize the data set as follows:

$$P_D(w, tod, ad) = \frac{D\#(w, tod, ad)}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (EQ 4-15)

where $D\#(w, tod, ad)$ is the number of cases in the data set $D$ that satisfy instantiation $w, tod, ad$ and $N$ is the data set size. Given EQ 4-13, we estimate the parameter $\theta_{x|u}^{ml}$ by the empirical probability:

$$\theta_{x|u}^{ml} \overset{def}{=} P_D(x|u) = \frac{D\#(x|u)}{D\#(u)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (EQ 4-16)
Let $\theta$ be the set of all parameter estimates for a given network structure $G$ and let $P_\theta$ be the probability distribution induced by the structure $G$ and estimates $\theta$ then the likelihood of these estimates is defined as:

$$L(\theta|D) \equiv \prod_{i=1}^{N} P_\theta(d_i) \quad (EQ\ 4-17)$$

The probability of the data is maximized with parameters $\theta$ is the probability of the set $D$ conditioned on the parameters. Equation 4-15, is maximized when $\theta_{x|u} = P(x|u)$ the empirical probability and is called the maximum likelihood (ML).

$$\theta^{ml} = \text{argmax}_{\theta} L(\theta|D) \quad (EQ\ 4-18)$$

For a complete data set, estimates are based on the empirical distribution and then the likelihood function is maximized. For incomplete data it common to start with the goal of maximizing the likelihood function and then derive the estimates.

Consider for example our initial query $P(W = Y|AD = F)$. Figure 4-11, shows the resulting probability values after learning from data after starting from a uniform distribution prior. More so, it shows a much lower probability that a weather event has occurred in the past. In addition, the event of an arrival delay is also very low. Figure 4-12,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>TOD</th>
<th>AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4-9. Empirical distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>TOD</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>( P_D(\cdot) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>4/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>0/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shows the results after asserting the evidence from the query. The results indicate that the weather has a negligible increase and hence effect when the arrival delay is true. This result is more intuitive to expectations.

Network Robustness. To measure the robustness of the network we use a property of ML, which minimizes the KL divergence [141] or the relative entropy between learned Bayesian networks. Since the ML estimates are unique for a given structure \( G \) and the complete data set \( D \), the likelihood of these parameters is then a function of the structure \( G \) and the data set \( D \). The likelihood of structure \( G \) given data \( D \) is given as:
\[
L(G|D) \equiv L(\theta^{ml}|D) \quad (EQ \ 4-19)
\]

The log-likelihood is similarly defined as:

\[
LL(G|D) \equiv \log L(\theta^{ml}|D) \quad (EQ \ 4-20)
\]

The minimum description length (MDL) or Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is a measure used to avoid overfitting a complex Bayesian network to the data i.e. creating a model that has too many parameters compared to the available data [142]. We measure model complexity by the number of independent parameters within the model. Let \(\psi(N)\cdot||G||\) be a penalty term that favors simpler models where \(\psi(N)\) is the penalty weight and \(||G||\) is equal to the number of independent parameters in \(G\)'s CPT or \(G\)'s dimension then MDL is defined as:

\[
MDL(G|D) \equiv LL(G|D) - \psi(N)\cdot||G|| \quad (EQ \ 4-21)
\]

\(\psi(N) = \frac{\log_2 N}{2}\), which allow the penalty term to grow logarithmically in \(N\), while the log-likelihood term grows linearly in \(N\). The goal is to minimize the score instead of maximizing it [142].

In addition, we use the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (or ROC curve) [143]. The ROC curve is a plot of the true positive rate against the false positive rate for the different possible cut points of a test. ROC graphs are commonly used in medical decision making, and in recent years have been used increasingly in machine learning and data mining research. The ROC curve inspects the performance of a given variable as a classifier for the data set. An ROC curve demonstrates several things: It shows the tradeoff between
sensitivity and specificity (any increase in sensitivity will be accompanied by a decrease in specificity). The closer the curve follows the left-hand border and then the top border of the ROC space, the more accurate the test. The closer the curve comes to the 45-degree diagonal of the ROC space, the less accurate the node. Finally, the area under the curve is a measure of text accuracy. An area of 1 represents a perfect test; an area of .5 represents a poor test.

To show how well a given variable performs as a predictor of the actual class, we show confusion matrix [143]. The error rate is reported, which is the measure of the number of false classifications over a number of true classifications. The matrix is constructed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>True Negative</th>
<th>False Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>actual class != target class</td>
<td>actual class == target class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(target class) &lt; threshold</td>
<td>P(target class) &lt; threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Positive</td>
<td>True Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actual class != target class</td>
<td>actual class == target class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(target class) &gt;= threshold</td>
<td>P(target class) &gt; threshold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sensitivity analysis.** Sensitivity analysis considers the impact of parameter changes on query values, and the amount of parameter change needed to enforce some constraints on these values. Sensitivity analysis, able the finding of the set of network parameters that guarantee a required accuracy. We use the *CD Distance* [144], measure the impact of parameter changes. The CD distance measure is formally defined as:

\[
D(P^0, P) = \ln \max_x \frac{P(x)}{P^0(x)} - \ln \min_x \frac{P(x)}{P^0(x)}
\]  

(EQ 4-22)

where \(P^0\) and \(P\) are the probability result of a query in the form of \(\alpha|\beta\) with respect to two networks \(N^0\) and \(N\) after changing a parameter in \(N^0\) to obtain a new network \(N\). The CD distance is a network-independent measure, which allows for the efficient computation for
distributions that correspond to very similar Bayesian networks by bounding query results for $N^0$ distribution with respect to $N$ distribution [144]. Assuming all parameters are the same between $N^0$ and $N$, the CD distance between the global distribution is exactly the same as the CD distance between the local distribution. As an example, consider the fact there was a weather event, Figure 4-11.

![Network Probabilities with Weather Event as Hard Evidence.](image)

*Figure 4-13. Network Probabilities with Weather Event as Hard Evidence.*

We would like to know which parameters we would have to change in the network to reduce an arrival delay to 60%. Table 4-8, show the results from the CD measure. The results are sorted in increasing order of the log-odds change because we want to consider the smallest change as a top priority. There are three suggestions, first given departure delay and air time true, then reduce arrival delay from 90% to 71%. Second, weather event occurred and taxi out delay is false then this will reduce departure time from 60% to 27%. Third, reduce air time from 90% to 52%. Finally, given a weather event occurred and there was a taxi delay
Table 4-11. Sensitivity Analysis Results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Current Value</th>
<th>Suggested Value</th>
<th>Absolute Values</th>
<th>Log-odds Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P(AD = T</td>
<td>DD = T, AT = T)$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>&lt;= 0.71</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(DD = T</td>
<td>W = T, TOD = F)$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>&lt;= 0.27</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(AT = T)$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>&lt;= 0.52</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.38</td>
<td>&gt;= 2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(DD = T</td>
<td>W = T, TOD = T)$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>&lt;= 0.13</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

then reduce departure delay from 90% to 13%. If our delay Web service Bayesian network represented all of the constraints of an actual workflow, then choice two would be most viable. The other may not implementable in a real world situation. Figure 4-12, show the updated BN after in cooperating the sensitivity analysis suggestions.
Chapter 5
METHODOLOGY, EVALUATION, AND DISCUSSION

This chapter details our approach used for representing Web Service Workflows realized by a BPEL process as a normative expert system to provide a data-derived inferential visibility of workflow semantics. We formalize the expert system as a Bayesian network. The pattern of edges in the graph represents the knowledge base or qualitative dependencies between BPEL activities; the absence of an edge between two nodes means that any statistical dependency between two BPEL activities is mediated via some other activity or set of activities. The quantitative dependencies between activities that are connected via edges are specified via parameterized conditional distributions, or more generally non-negative “potential functions”. The pattern of edges and the potential functions together specify a joint probability distribution over all the activities in the graph. We refer to the pattern of the edges as the structure of the graph while the parameters of the potential functions simply as the parameters of the graph.

In the case of Bayesian networks, there is a clear distinction between the knowledge base and the inference engine. The knowledge base is the structure of the Bayesian network, whereas the inference engine is a set of generic methods that applies the knowledge formulated in the knowledge base. The knowledge base is the structure of the graph and the probabilistic values of parameters are used to update our belief about the state of the world or to identify (optimal) decisions in the light of new knowledge. Data in existing workflow...
data silos are used to provide initial probability values for parameters and ongoing data for belief updating.

Queries can be made to the knowledge base to answer non-explicitly defined trends about the behavior of workflow users. Examples of queries are “Which product or supplier is best? Also, Should a product or supplier be changed? Responses to these queries and others will now be responsive to time-dependent trends. A benefit of this framework is the transformation of BPEL into a more agile representation that is more responsive to uncertain and dynamic business trends by providing a holistic inferential view of business processes.

We contribute to the body of knowledge in this area by creating a principled methodology (shown in Figure 5-1) for capturing historical and ongoing data and process details for long-standing workflows. Moreover, we contribute an analysis approach for capturing user specific causal factors that can facilitate on-demand service workflow interventions, providing decision support when optimizing long-standing workflow operations, creating a mechanism to provide service workflow predictions.

We perform the computation of our Bayesian model in the SamIam [145] and the Hugin [146] modeling tools. Both tools support a graphical user interface and a reasoning engine. The graphical interface lets users develop Bayesian network models. The reasoning engine supports many tasks including classical inference; parameter estimation; time-space tradeoffs; sensitivity analysis; and explanation generation.
The following modeling steps are performed to transform a BPEL process into a normative expert system.

1. **Workflow semantics.** We define a workflow semantics to represent formally the data dependencies within the messages of a BPEL process.

2. **Structure Learning.** The structure of the Bayesian network DAG is learned manually from BPEL activities. BPEL activities realize workflow scenarios that often include concurrency, cyclic/acyclic operations, and/or decisions/branches/merges. These causal relationships guide the implementation of network structure. A DAG is constructed ensuring dependence/independencies among variables is consistent with the underlying
domain of the workflow. The nodes of the network represent the variables while the edge patterns the data dependencies. A uniform distribution is used for the prior marginal. The resulting DAG variables are categorized either as a: query, evidence, and intermediary variable. A *query variable* is one that questions are asked about. An *evidence variable* is one about which we need to assert evidence. Finally, an *intermediary variable* is neither query nor evidence and is meant to aid the modeling process by detailing the relationships between evidence and query variables.

3. *Learn from Data:* We parameterize the Bayesian network from the historical data of the workflow. Define the network variables values the Joint Probability Distribution (JPD). For every variable $X$ in the DAG $G$ and its parents $U$, we provide the probability $P(x|u)$ for every value $x$ of $X$ and every instantiation $u$ of parent $U$.

4. *Evaluate Network robustness.* The MDL or BIC is the measure used to avoid overfitting the Bayesian network to the data i.e. creating a model that has too many parameters compared to the available data.

5. *Sensitivity analysis.* Sensitivity analysis considers the impact of parameter changes on query values, and the amount of parameter change needed to enforce some constraints on these values. We use the *CD Distance* to find the set of network parameters that guarantee a required accuracy.

6. *Querying the model.* Querying the model is the same as reasoning in a Bayesian network. To enable the query process, we use the query types aforementioned.
As a motivating scenario, consider the Airline Ticket Pricing Workflow shown in Figure 5-2. Such a workflow consists of a Select Airlines service that takes origin and destination cities from the user and devises a list of air carriers that fly between the two cities. Subsequently, a Collect Prices service contacts the list of airlines and develops the best ticket price. We define special cases of the state variable as defaulted variables; variables whose values are created at design time and values are time dependent. The Collect Prices service may have many defaulted variables that are not used in every instance of the workflow such as the number of connections, time of day of departure, and time of day of arrival. In this service workflow and others like it, the user may be able to leverage unused message types to find the most optimal price. For this scenario, the date and time of purchase and the time-of-day for the flight also may affect the optimal price.

![Airline Ticket Pricing Workflow](image)

**Figure 5-2. Airline Ticket Pricing Workflow**

## 5.1. WORKFLOW SEMANTICS

Our workflow semantics define four types of data transitions to represent the set of sequential and concurrent BPEL activities [118].

**Content Oriented Service Workflow Semantics (COCWS).** Interfaces between services in workflow scenarios often include concurrency, cyclic/acyclic operations, and/or decisions/branches/merges. Our solution examines the data flow within the messages considering these interfaces. Services are modeled as black boxes where time dependent
trends in the exchange of their messages can be derived to understand more fully the optimality of the overall operations of the workflow.

We define a workflow, $W$, as illustrated in Figure 5-2,

- As the set of data exchanges between services.
- These data exchanges are defined as transitions, $T$ where $W = < T_1, ..., T_c >$, and $c$ is the total number transitions within the workflow.
- Each transition, $T$ can be defined as a set of parts, $P$ where $T = < P_1, ..., P_g >$, and $g$ is the total number of parts.
- Parts can be further defined as the 2-tuple $P = \{ P_p, P_r \}$. $P_p$ represents the pairing of the particular providing service, $S$, and the specific outputs from that service, $o$, representing the tuple, $P_p = \{ S, o \}$. $P_r$ represents the pairing of the receiving service, $S$, and the specific inputs to that service, $i$, representing the tuple, $P_r = \{ S, i \}$.

As with the workflow in Figure 5-3, the transitions are the shaded rectangles containing its parts and the arrows represent the message flow containing the workflow data and logic.

**Service Workflows Element Types.**

We divided the elements of a workflow into two parts:

1. The atomic components of a service workflow are the set of services, $\{ S_1, S_2, ... S_b \}$, where $b$ is the total number of services comprised in the workflow.
2. The sub-atomic elements of a service, $S$, consists of a set of inputs, $\{ i_1, i_2, ..., i_m \}$, and a set of outputs $\{ o, o_2, ..., o_n \}$, where $m$ is the total number of inputs and $n$ is the total number of outputs.
Inputs and outputs for web services can be realized by input messages and output messages, each message separated into a set of transition parts.

![Figure 5-3. Service Workflow with Formal Annotations.](image)

**Data Transitions Types.**

We defined four transitions types that assimilate specific conditions that will be considered in our workflow representation and optimization methodologies.

1. **The initial user-specified transition**, $T_u$ represents the first transition in the workflow that contains user-designated parts. As such, this transition is defined as $T_u = \{P_p, P_{r_{1}}\}$, where $P_p$ is not represented by a providing service but as:
   
   $P_{p} = \{S, o\}$, where $S = null$ and $o = null$

   $P_{r_{1}} = \{S, u_{1}\}$, where $S$ is the initial service and $u_{1}$ is the user input.

2. **The output transition**, $T_f$ represents the final transition in the workflow that contains the result of the workflow operations. The transition is defined as $T_f = \{P_{f}, P_{r}\}$, where $P_r$ is not represented by a receiving service but as:
   
   $P_{p_{f}} = \{S, o_{f}\}$, where $S$ is the final service and $o$ the workflow outputs

   $P_{r} = \{S, 0\}$, where $S = null$ and $o = null$

3. **The dynamic incremental transition**, $T_d$, represents a transition within the workflow where at least one part is composed of defaulted values, $d_i$, where $d_i = \langle d_1, d_2, ..., d_z \rangle$
and $z$ is the number of possible defaulted values. The transition is defined as $T_a = \{P_p, P_r\}$, where either $P_p$ or $P_r$ contains defaulted value:

$$P_{pa} = \{S, d_i\}, \text{ where } S \text{ is an intermediary service and } d_i \text{ its defaulted outputs}$$

$$P_{pr} = \{S, d_i\}, \text{ where } S \text{ is an intermediary service and } d_i \text{ its defaulted inputs}$$

4. Finally, we define the stationary transition, $T_s$, as $T_s = \{P_p, P_r\}$, where either $P_p$ or $P_r$ are stationary values that does not change within the workflow:

$$P_{ps} = \{S, o\}, \text{ where } S \text{ is either an initial or intermediary service and } o \text{ is the stationary output}$$

$$P_{rs} = \{S, i\}, \text{ where } S \text{ is either an initial or intermediary service and } i \text{ is the stationary input}$$

In the flight example, $P_l$ and $P_{ps}$ could represent a user’s personal information, departure and arrival time, flight origin and destination and $S$ represent the Select Airlines web service. $P_{pf}$ represents the output of the workflow with are the specific airlines prices.

“Hidden” within the service workflow are built-in defaulted and business logic values, $P_{pd}$. These hidden values can have a high impact factor on the output of the workflow such as the price of a flight and intermediary stages within the workflow. With respect to our example, defaulted values may capture the number of legs in a trip, the demand of a travel route (e.g. the availability of seats or the rate at which seats are being filled), as qualified by external events such as weather conditions or seasonal time of year.

To demonstrate, evaluate, and verify our approach, the remainder of the chapter will detail two evaluative examples. The first study models a Web service workflow that captures and monitors events that may cause a flight to be within the United States (US). The list of causes are defined by the DOT BTS and data was collected by their efforts. The
workflow monitors both sequential and concurrent causes of flight delays in the order they occur. A challenge is to determine the most influential cause/s for flight delays. The second study and example simulates a hybrid Web service workflow of Human computing services from crowdsourcing and machine services from algorithms. The workflow simulates a set computing services (CS) comprising of human computing service (HCE) and machine computing service (MCS), which tries to solve a common. A challenge is to predict which CS performs best.

5.2. **CASE STUDY & EVALUATION 1:**

**FLIGHT DELAY WORKFLOW**

**Description.**

We continue the modeling process with the flight delay workflow aforementioned in Chapter 4. We use an expanded list of flight delay causes as listed by the DOT, shown in Table 5-1. The DOT BTS tracks the on-time performance of domestic flights operated by large air carriers by collecting flight details to determine the causes of flight delays from airports across the United States [136]. Summary information on the number of on-time, delayed, canceled and diverted flights appears in its monthly Air Travel Consumer Report, published about 30 days after the month's end. Summary statistics and raw data are made available to the public at the time the Air Travel Consumer Report is released. The expanded delay Web service workflow has three conceptual sections, Figure 5-4. The delay profile management section, which records the occurrence of a delay. The delay management section, which captures the sequential or concurrent dependencies delays. Finally, the
learning management section is our proposed abstraction, which learns delay cause for given flights.

Dataset.

We made the underlying assumption that the data from the cause of each flight delay was collected by a Web service orchestrated by a BPEL process forming a Web service workflow infrastructure. In our demonstration, we only use the 2008 flight data set that contains data for January and February. The data consists of flight arrival and departure details for all commercial flights within the USA, in 2008 and contains approximately one million records in total. Table 5-1 list the description of each variable in the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Month</td>
<td>1-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Day of Month</td>
<td>1-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Day of Week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Departure Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CRS Dep. Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ArrTime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CRSArrTime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Unique Carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>FlightNum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TailNum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Actual Elapsed Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>CRSElapsedTime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>AirTime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ArrDelay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>DepDelay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Dest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Taxi In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Taxi Out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 23 | Cancellation Code | reason for cancelation  
(A = carrier, B = weather, C = NAS, D = security) |
| 24 | Diverted | 1 = yes, 0 = no |
| 25 | Carrier Delay | in minutes |
| 26 | Weather Delay | in minutes |
| 27 | National Aviation System (NAS) Delay | in minutes |
| 28 | Security Delay | in minutes |
| 29 | Late Aircraft Delay | in minutes |
BPEL mapping to Bayesian network.

For this use case, we are specifically concerned with the variables that represent the causal factors for a delayed flight. The data was first curated to remove redundant nodes by combining columns when necessary. For example, the “Flight Delay (FD)” node was obtained by combining columns ActualElapsedTime and CRSElapsedTime in the original data set using the following logic: \[ \text{If } ((\text{CRSElapsedTime} + 15) > (\text{ActualElapsedTime})) \text{ then } FD = \text{TRUE} \text{ else FALSE}. \] In should be noted that the DOT BTS classifies a delay as any flight departing or arriving after fifteen minutes of the Customer Reservation Schedule (CRS) time. As a result, columns with continuous numeric values such as those that represented delay in minutes were converted to “TRUE” or “FALSE” if the number of minutes was greater than fifteen. Table 5-2 list the data curation methods used to obtain each node in the extended delay BN.

To accurately represent dependencies with the data, we made the following assumptions:

- Sequential Invocation/Storage. Service invocations or data storage was made in sequential order to capture real time occurring sequential events. For example, a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Original Column/s</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Departure Delay (DD)</td>
<td>DepTim and CRSDepTime and DepDelay</td>
<td>If (DepDelay&gt;15) then DD = TRUE  Else FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrival Delay (AD)</td>
<td>ArrTime, CRSArrTime, ArrDelay</td>
<td>If (ArrDelay&gt;15) then AD = TRUE  Else FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather Delay (WD)</td>
<td>WeatherDelay</td>
<td>If (WeatherDelay) &gt; 15 then WD = TRUE else FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi Out Delay (TOD)</td>
<td>TaxiOut</td>
<td>If (TaxiOut) &gt; 15 then TOD = TRUE else FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Air Craft Delay</td>
<td>If (LateAircraftDelay) &gt; 15 then LAD = TRUE else FALSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LAD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Delay (CD)</td>
<td>If (CarrierDelay) &gt; 15 then CD = TRUE else FALSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS Delay (NASD)</td>
<td>If (NASDelay) &gt; 15 then NASD = TRUE else FALSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi In Delay (TID)</td>
<td>If (TaxiIn) &gt; 15 then TID = TRUE else FALSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Delay (FD)</td>
<td>If ((CRSElapsedTime + 15) &gt; (ActualElapsedTime)) then FD = TRUE else FALSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month (M)</td>
<td>If (Month) &gt; 15 then M = TRUE else FALSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Week of Month (WOM)    | DayofMonth                                     | If (DayofMonth) > 0 and < 8 then WOM = First  
|                        |                                                | If (DayofMonth) > 7 and < 15 then WOM = Second 
|                        |                                                | If (DayofMonth) > 14 and < 21 then WOM = Third 
|                        |                                                | If (DayofMonth) > 7 and < 15 then WOM = Fourth |

departure delay would have to occur before an arrival delay and, as such, must be reflected in this way in each row of the data.

- Parallel invocation/storage. Service invocation or data storage were made in parallel order to capture real time occurring parallel events. For example, a carrier delay could occur at the same time a National Air System (NAS) delay is occurring and as such must be reflected in this way in each row of the data.

Figure 5-5 shows the extended delay BN with the assumptions above. The shape or structure of the BN is its qualitative characterized by the DAG. The nodes can represent random variables, decision variables, or utility functions, and the links represent direct dependencies, informational constraints, or they indicate the domains of utility functions. The labels of the nodes refer either to (i) the names of the nodes, (ii) the names of the variables represented by the nodes, or (iii) descriptive labels associated with the variables represented by the nodes.
Learning from Data.

One of the goals of this dissertation is to capture the uncertain user/system trends of a Web service workflow. We hypothesized that these trends were inherently embedded within the data generated from the workflow. To realize these trends in an explicit way, we parameterized our Bayesian networks from workflow data. Initially, we parameterize the network with a non-informative uniform distribution. Figure 5-6, shows the prior marginals. In this initial step, we are postulating that, other than the causal relationships between network variables, which derived from the BPEL process we have no initial knowledge of the casual strength or belief in the relationships.
To obtain the posterior marginal, we parameterize the BN from data using the EM learning algorithm. The EM algorithm determines the strengths of casual relationships and hence our belief in the relationships. These are probabilistic values of conditional dependencies between variables quantitatively based on the observed data. In particular, this method generates a belief model that maximizes the expectation of the data. Figure 5-7 shows the posterior marginal for the Extended Delay BN. The probabilities values represented the quantitative attribute of the BN.
Based on the BN’s quantitative attribute, we can now articulate our belief about the behavior of the workflow in a sound mathematical manner. In other words, we can now make mathematically valid data-driven decisions. For example, we say with approximately 90% certainty that, within the first two months of 2008, there were no flight delays issued to the airlines as represented in the data. Also, the event with the highest probability to cause a delay is taxiing out and second the highest probability by late aircraft delay.

Evaluating Model Robustness.

Evaluating a Bayesian network is centered on how well the network structure “fits” the data or rather finding the maximum likelihood structure [147][142]. The brute-force approach to Bayesian network structure learning is to enumerate all possible DAGs, score each one and select the best one. In our approach, we learn the structure of the network from the BPEL process. In other words, we use expert knowledge to derive the network structure and hence
only generate one network structure. We use the follow evaluations methods each previously described;

- BIC: To evaluate the fitness of the overall network with the data
- ROC, Confusion Matrix, and its error rates: To assess the accuracy of a given node on the network.

First, we show the results for network fitness and the *Arrival Delay* node.

1. Network fitness: \( BIC = -2419.06 \)

2. ROC Node Evaluation: *Arrival Delay*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cut off</td>
<td>0.0752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area under the curve</td>
<td>0.92603</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5-8. ROC for Arrival Delay](image)

3. Confusion Matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>!True</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>!False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>352</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Error rate = 8.02%

Since the goal is to minimize the BIC, for the extended delay BN the BIC score shows the network fits the data well. The ROC results for the *Arrival Delay* node shows that
this node has a high degree of accuracy since the area under the curve is close to one. The results from the confusion matrix with an error rate of 8.02% also supports this claim.

Next, we show the evaluation results for the *Carrier Delay* node

1. **ROC Node Evaluation: *Carrier Delay***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cut off</td>
<td>0.3828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area under the curve</td>
<td>0.87114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5-9. ROC for Carrier Delay.](image)

2. **Confusion Matrix:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>!True</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>!True</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>469</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **Error rate = 6.02%**

The results for the *Carrier Delay* is a few percentage points less accurate than the *Arrival delay* but with an 87% accuracy it shows that this node can make reasonable predictions.

Finally, we display the evaluation results for the *Taxi Out Delay* node. You may recall that, after calculating the posterior marginal, this node had almost a 50/50 percent chance of causing a delay, as shown in Figure 5-8.

![Figure 5-10. Taxi Out Delay Posterior Marginal.](image)
1. ROC Node Evaluation: *Taxi Out Delay*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cut off</td>
<td>0.5461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area under the curve</td>
<td>0.5252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5-11. ROC for Taxi out Delay.](image)

4. Confusion Matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>True Positive</th>
<th>!True Positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>483</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Error rate = 39.08%

As anticipated, the *Taxi Out Delay* is not a good indicator for predicting delay. Its area under the curve is just above 50%, and ROC curve has an almost 45-degree angle.

**Decision support and User specific assessments.**

Some of the goals of this dissertation include providing decision support when optimizing long-standing workflow operations and providing Web service workflow prediction. To accomplish this, we perform probabilistic reasoning by using the four query above types: 1. The probability of evidence, 2. Prior and posterior marginal 3. Soft evidence and 4. Most Probable Explanation (MPE).

We performed the following queries:
1. When is the best time of time to fly to minimize delays, Jan or Feb and which week?

2. What is the primary cause of a carrier delay?

3. Are there critical links in the system?

Results for Query 1:

We use the probability of evidence \( P(e) \) and the posterior marginal \( P(FD|e) \) to answer this query: We enter hard evidence Month = “Jan” and Week of Month = “First”, “Second”, “Third” and then “Fourth”. We then change the evidence for Month to February and record the results for each week of the month. In each instance, we also record the \( P(e) \). Figure 5-11, shows the instance of hard evidence M = ”Jan” and WOM = ”First” and Table 5-3 show the results for \( P(e) \) and \( P(FD = false) \) for the hard evidence. Table 5-3, shows the answer to the query being the second week in January.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence Variables</th>
<th>( P(e) )</th>
<th>( P(FD = false) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M = “Jan”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM = “First”</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>89.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM = “Second”</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>91.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM = “Third”</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM = “Fourth”</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence Variables</th>
<th>( P(e) )</th>
<th>( P(FD = false) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M = “Feb”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM = “First”</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>89.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM = “Second”</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>90.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM = “Third”</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>89.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM = “Fourth”</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>88.23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-3. Best Month and Week of Month to Fly.
Prior and posterior marginal. Prior marginal for initially entered into the BN as the non-informative uniform distribution, see Figure 5-5. We did this to not make sure initial assumptions has little influence in the behavior of the workflow and to allow the data to influence mostly posterior marginal. Examples of posterior marginal can be seen in the $P(FD = \text{false})$ column of Table 5-3 and in Figure 5-11. For example the prior $P(FD)$ and posterior marginal for Flight Delay, $P(FD|e)$, are:

| FD          | $P(FD)$ | $P(FD|e)$ |
|-------------|---------|-----------|
| TRUE        | 10.21%  | 10.28%    |
| FALSE       | 89.79%  | 89.72%    |

Since the probability of the evidence $P(e)$ was very low $P(FD|e)$, see table 5-3, the effect of the evidence on the results was minimal.

Results for Query 2:
We use MAP to answer this query and later soft evidence to answer an updated query. To answer this query, we are finding the most probable instantiation of a subset of network variables. We use the MAP property with evidence \( \{ \text{CD} = \text{True} \) and MAP variables \{TOD, WD, LAD\} i.e. we want to know the most likely instantiation of these variables given the evidence, \( P(\text{MAP}|e) \). The following Table 5-4 show the most probable explanation for \( P(\text{MAP}|e) \) for variables LAD, TOD and WD, with taxi out delays being the most influential reason for a carrier delay and \( P(\text{MAP}|e) \approx 48\% \).

### Table 5-4. MAP for CD = true

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAD</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOD</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suppose we for example we received external evidence from the workflow that doubles the odds of an aircraft delay. We represent this evidence as an auxiliary node Bayes Factor, as shown in Figure 5-12. The prior marginal over node LAD, as shown in Figure 5-6 is 10.34\%, with increase odds of late aircraft delivery the posterior marginal for node LAD is increased to 18.74\%, as shown in Figure 5-12. If we evaluate the MAP property with the odds of an aircraft delay doubled \( P(\text{MAP}|e) \approx 42\% \). However, the results in Table 5-4 still remain the same. This shows that a delay in taxiing out is still a strong factor in casing an aircraft to be late.
Results for Query 3:

We use the MPE property to answer query 3. MPE is a special case of MAP when the MAP variables include all network variables. To determine the critical links in the workflow, we simulate an all system fail condition and then analysis possible causes. An all system fail in the extended delay BN would mean there was a carrier delay, departure delay, arrival delay and flight delay as shown in Figure 5-13. We then perform MPE to determine the most likely causes. $P(\text{mpe}|e = 0.04)$ and Table 5-5, shows the results for values of the network variables. Once again, taxi out delay is a likely cause. However, since MPE property analyzes all network variable, in this case we are given a time frame of when taxi out delays caused a system failure i.e. January in the fourth week. The MPE and MAP results allow us to analysis the specific areas of the workflow that may need improving.
Workflow Optimizations.

Finally, we demonstrate how our approach facilitates workflow optimization. From our previous queries, it is clear that taxi out delay is a major cause for delays. The question now arises, from the BN workflow’s perspective, what needs to be done to reduce the effect of a taxi out delay on flight delays. To answer this question, we perform sensitivity analysis.

Sensitivity analysis evaluates the relationships between network variables and the conclusions drawn based on the network. Specifically, we will determine which variables to change, and by how much, to ensure that taxi out delay could be reduced by 10%. Table 5-6 shows the results from the CD measure. The results are sorted in increasing order of the log-odds change because we want to consider the smallest change as a top priority. There are two suggestions, first given WD = false, then reduce $P(TOD = true|WD = false)$ from 41% to 30%. Second, increase $P(CD = true|TOD = true, LAD = false)$ from 9% to 47%.

Table 5-5-6. Sensitivity Analysis Results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Current Value</th>
<th>Suggested Value</th>
<th>Absolute Values</th>
<th>Log-odds Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P(TOD = true</td>
<td>WD = false)$</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>&lt;= 0.303</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(CD = true</td>
<td>TOD = true, LAD = false)$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.47</td>
<td>&gt;= 0.377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Clearly, the second suggestion would not be possible in a real-world situation. The first suggestion demonstrates a reasonable method. Given a more detailed BN detailing the causes of a taxi out delay other than just weather, we can determine the exact causes of taxi out delay and begin to optimize the workflow from its practical real world event.

5.3. **Case Study & Evaluation 2:**

**Elastic Crowdsourcing Workflow**

In the previous example, we focused on the core Bayesian network features of the modeling approach, whereas, in this case, study we motivate the extensibility of our approach in another domain.
Description.

As a second example, we use the domain of crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing is an online problem-solving paradigm that outsource tasks to large groups [148]. The crowdsourcing paradigm can be combined with traditional computing resources, forming hybrid service workflows that derive solutions that neither humans nor machines can solve alone. Such hybrid service workflows could involve large numbers of people with varying expertise, skills, interests, and incentives and varied computing resources. Also, computing services can have varied performances, which can be effected by attributes within the problem domain. For example, facial recognition performance is measured by comparing multiple algorithms on a single dataset. This type of analysis compares approaches for a particular task as exemplified by the dataset [149]. This leads to the choice of an algorithm being specific to the requirements of a given task. In crowdsourcing, humans create a profile of their expertise and are assigned task according to their ability. However, their performance in solving various tasks may not reflect their profile. A major challenge in the hybrid system is choosing the most efficient computing service for a given task. In this case study, we simulate a hybrid service workflow and describe our data-driven Bayesian approach to identify high performing computing services.
Figure 5-15. Hybrid Web Service Workflow adopted from [150]

Although many face recognition techniques have shown significant promise, robust face recognition is still difficult. There are at least three major challenges: illumination, pose, and recognition in outdoor imagery. Alternatively, while human perception has impressive facial recognition capabilities, the number and types of faces are not comparable to machines. In light of the advantages and disadvantages of the machine and human computing services in facial recognition, we demonstrate our methodology in an image recognition hybrid Web service workflow, Figure 5-15, as our running example. The hybrid Web service workflow has three conceptual levels. The profile management, which records the profiles of each CS. The resource management section, which assigns the task to each CS and finally the learning management section our proposed abstraction, which learns the best CS for given tasks.

Dataset.

Performing elicitation from the field is plagued with well-known biases as explained in the field of cognitive and computational psychology [151]. We capture some of these biases in
our hybrid workflow by using two generalized types of human services, each with different assumptions:

1. E1: An expert skewed towards getting the correct answer.
2. E2: An expert is randomly getting any answer.
3. NE1: A non-expert skewed towards getting the incorrect answer.
4. NE2: A non-expert skewed towards getting the correct answer.

We use a skew-normal distribution [152] to generate simulated data for the machine and human services to represent workflow results. The skew normal distribution is a continuous probability distribution that generalizes the normal distribution to allow for non-zero skewness. We adjust the sample size, location and scale parameters to affect the size of the sample, the mean, median and mode of the sample and finally the spread of the sample size distribution respectively. Table 5-7, shows the skewed results for the hybrid workflow.

We used 100 simulated data points for four MCS and four HCS. For HCS, we assumed two experts and two non-experts. We simulated good and bad results for expert 1 (E1) and expert (E2) respectively and did the same for the non-experts. We set high odds for our experts and low for non-experts, Table 5-8. We did this to demonstrate that our framework can update initial prior beliefs to predict accurately which CE will ultimately outperform the other by updating evidence.

**Method.**

To represent causal relationships between human and machine service outcomes we use a Dynamic Object Oriented Bayesian Network (DOOBN) [153]. A dynamic Bayesian network represents the evolution of some state space model through time, as a stochastic process, where parameters change their state dynamically.
Table 5-7. Simulated Data of Computing Elements Performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computing Services</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
<th>T7</th>
<th>T8</th>
<th>T9</th>
<th>T10</th>
<th>#false</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bayes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBGM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whereas, an Object Oriented Bayesian Network (OOBN) is a BN with additional features that make it reusable as part of a larger BN [154]. OOBNs are usually used when the network contains so many nodes that it becomes conceptually difficult to understand and when there are many similar repeated fragments.

Our DOOBAN has three conceptual objects, Figure 5-15, a Machine Computing Service (MCS) object, and a Human Computing Service (HCS) object representing individual Bayesian Networks (BN) for each group of MCS and HCS respectively. Finally, the Solution object, another BN, consumes the output of the previous objects. The output consists of the updated odds of each computing service (CS) for each timestamp and hence this object is the decision object, since it performs decision analysis to choose the best computing service.

Each CS object represents a Bayesian network that has four conceptual levels, Fig. 2. The first level represent the prior belief obtained from previous research in the case of MCE and individual classification in the case of HCE. The second level, represent the posterior belief, our updated belief given new evidence.
This level also serves as an output to new instances of the DOOBN. As timestamps progress, the odds from previous instances are updated to posterior odds and propagated as new prior odds to future instances. Updating odds in this way serve as a learning loop in the DOOBN that allows for more informed decisions based on ongoing data. The learning loop updates on each invocation of the DOOBN on each timestamp. In the third level, we compare the odds for each CS to determine which CS out-performs the other (new evidence is presented in each timestamp). This operation is performed on each MCS and HCS object separately to find the best CS in each OOBN object. The decision object compares the best MCS to the best HCS in the final level to determine the best CS.
To obtain prior expert knowledge for the MCS, we used baseline algorithms and evaluations from previous work from the Colorado State University’s Evaluation of Face Recognition Algorithms [15]. It provides a standard set of established algorithms and experimental protocols. The goal of the evaluation is to provide a firm statistical basis for drawing conclusions about the relative performance of different algorithms. The evaluation also helps to explain better why evaluated facial recognition algorithms behave as they do. We use the following algorithms: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [16], Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [17], Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM) [18], and the Bayesian Intrapersonal/Extrapersonal Classifier (BIEC) [19]. Using the results from the evaluation above, we give higher ranked algorithms higher prior odds of success as opposed to lower ranks. Table 5-8 list out initial priors.
The Bernoulli likelihood function [8] and its conjugate Beta distribution [9] represent the likelihood and prior respectively. The Bernoulli distribution represents a success and failure hypothesis where a random variable takes value 1 (true) with success probability $p$ and value 0 (false) with failure probability $q = 1 - p$. Whereas the beta distribution has parameters, $\alpha = mn$ and $\beta = (1 - m)n$, where $m$ and $n$ are the mean and sample size respectively. The Beta distribution, $B(\alpha, \beta)$ is ideally suited to represent odds, for example, $B(1,9)$ is equivalent to the odds of 1 in 10.

Table 5-8. Initial Priors for Computing Services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computing Element</th>
<th>Prior Odds</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian MAP</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBGM Standard</td>
<td>2:08</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA Euclidian</td>
<td>3:07</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA Mah Cosine</td>
<td>4:06</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 1 (E1)</td>
<td>2:08</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 2 (E2)</td>
<td>2:08</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 1 (NE2)</td>
<td>1:01</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 1 (NE2)</td>
<td>1:01</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results and Evaluation.**

To compute the hybrid service workflow Bayesian network, we used the AgenaRisk Professional modeling tool [155]. Figure 5-17 shows the model in AgenaRisk tool. Due to the size of the network, the level of details, that can be shown, is limited. The network has three distinct parts, left, right and bottom, each representing a Bayesian Network object. The left side shows the Bayesian network for the facial recognition algorithms or MCS, the right side the Bayesian network for the HCS and the bottom eight nodes is the Bayesian network for the decision object. The top four rows of both the MCS and HCS are the prior marginal nodes, and the next two rows are the posterior marginal nodes. Figure 5-18 shows the node mapping from different instances of the dynamic Bayesian network. For example, the
posterior nodes, from the Bayesian network instance in timestamp zero, are mapped to the prior nodes of the Bayesian network instance at timestamp 2. This mapping facilitates the propagation of odds, and hence beliefs as new evidence are updated for each timestamp.

The results of our experiments are twofold; First, we show the mean variance of the posterior marginal cumulated after running the hybrid services workflow BN for ten timestamps, Figure 5-19. A small variance demonstrates the mean of the posterior marginal results in minor changes from timestamp to timestamp, which translates to a high certainty of consistent performance. Subsequently, a large variance demonstrates a high certainty of inconsistent performance. To calculate the mean, we use $\alpha$ and $\beta$ from the aforementioned beta distribution.
The four top performers for consistent performance listed from highest to lowest are BIEC, then E1, then PCA, and finally NE2. It should be noted that both PCA and NE2 had low initial odds but due to their performance we were able to detect their “unexpected” performance and update their odds accordingly.

Figure 5-19. Node Mapping and Odds Propagation in Hybrid Service BN.
Secondly, we compare the posterior marginals for each CS to that of other CS, Figures 5-20 to 5-25, and likewise for the HCS, Figures 5-26 to 5-31. Each graph in Figures 5-20 to 5-31 represent a comparison of the performance of two CS where the x-axis represent timestamps and the y-axis posterior marginal. A CS with has a consistent higher posterior marginal than the other across timestamps is considered to be a higher performer.

The results show the BIEC algorithm, (Labeled as Bayes in the Figures), outperformed the other algorithms. We anticipated this outcome since the BIEC algorithm was initially ranked with a high prior marginal. Also, from the simulated results, BIEC had the fewest false responses. However, when we analyze the performance of the PCA algorithm, which was initially ranked the lowest among the MCS, it outperformed the LDA algorithm and matched the performance on average of the EBGM algorithm. Both the LDA and EBGM were initially ranked higher. However our model was able to adjust the rankings based on data-driven evidence.
Figure 5-21. EBGM vs. LDA

Figure 5-22. EBGM vs. PCA
Figure 5-23. LDA vs. PCA

Figure 5-24. Bayes vs. PCA
For the HCS, E1 and NE2 were initially ranked the highest and lowest respectively. As anticipated, E1 performed better than the other experts did. However, NE2 performed better than E2 and NE1. Similarly, our method was able to detect this due to data-driven evidence.
Figure 5-27. E2 vs. NE1

Figure 5-28. E2 vs. NE2
Figure 5-29. NE1 vs. NE2

Figure 5-30. E1 vs. NE2
5.4. DISCUSSION

This dissertation proposes two contributions: a principled methodology to capture workflow trends and an approach for decision support, prediction and workflow optimizations.
As a first step, we propose a workflow semantics approach that serves to label activities in the BPEL process according to its data transitions. For example, we postulate that there are variables within the workflow, which we labeled as defaulted variables that dynamically change during the BPEL execution. As a result, these variables play an important role in the output of the workflow. We further postulate that these changes, along with user trends, are captured within the data generated by the workflow. To capture the trends of both machine and users, we use a Bayesian network that provides an inferential view of the workflow data. In Chapter 5, we demonstrated the steps to convert workflow data and analyze the information from the perspective of a BN. Our results show that a Bayesian network is a principled approach to represent a workflow. This is a direct result of its graphical and probabilistic attribute. These attributes allowed us to learn the network probabilistic values directly from data. Evaluate the resulting network to ensure it reflects the likelihood of the data. Finally query the network to provide decision support and make predictions.

In general, our approach of using Bayesian networks demonstrated an effective method to model Web service workflows using Bayesian networks. In particular, a Bayesian network provides a \textit{consistent theoretically solid mechanism for processing uncertain information}. Probability theory provides a consistent calculus for uncertain inference, meaning that the output of the workflow is always unambiguous. Given the input, all the alternative mechanisms for computing the output with the help of a Bayesian network model produce exactly the same answer.

\textit{Smoothness properties}: Bayesian network models have been found to be very robust in the sense that small alterations in the model do not affect the performance of the system
dramatically. This means that maintaining and updating existing models is easy since the functioning of the system changes smoothly as the model is being modified. For sales and marketing workflow, this is a crucial characteristic, as these systems need to be able to follow market changes rapidly without complex and time-consuming re-modeling.

*Flexible applicability:* Bayesian networks model the problem domain as a whole by constructing a joint probability distribution over different combinations of the domain variables. This means that the same Bayesian network model can be used for solving both discriminative tasks (classification) and regression problems (configuration problems and prediction). Besides predictive purposes, Bayesian networks can also be used for explorative data mining tasks by examining the conditional distributions, dependencies and correlations found by the modeling process.

*A theoretical framework for handling expert knowledge:* In Bayesian modeling, expert domain knowledge can be coded as prior distributions, prior meaning that the probability distributions are defined before and independently of processing any possible sample data. This allows for combining expert knowledge with statistical data in a very practical way. Using suitable prior distributions, the priors can be given a semantically clear explanation in terms of the data (expert knowledge can be interpreted as an unseen dataset of the same form as the training data). This means that the experts will also be able to give an estimate of the weight or importance of their prior knowledge, compared to the available data.

*A clear semantic interpretation of the model parameters:* Unlike neural network models, which usually appear to the user as a *black box*, all the parameters in Bayesian networks have an understandable semantic interpretation. It is for this reason that Bayesian
networks can be constructed directly by using expert domain knowledge, without a time-consuming learning process. On the other hand, if machine learning techniques are used (with or without expert knowledge) for constructing Bayesian network models from sample data, the resulting model can be analyzed and explained in terms that are understandable to domain experts.

**Different variable types:** Probabilistic models can handle several different type variables at the same time whereas many alternative model technologies have been designed for some single specific type of variables (continuous, discrete, etc.). For these alternatives, working with several variable types requires some transformation operations, which in some cases may be the cause for unexpected results. From the probabilistic point of view, all the basic entities are distributions, which means that all the different variable types fall elegantly in the same unifying framework.

However, there are a few disadvantages worth noting. Firstly, the *discretization of continuous variables*. One can always discretize the continuous variables by partitioning their domain into some finite number of subsets, and by doing so transform the model to a discrete one. Discretization of continuous chance variables is equivalent to approximating a probability density function with mixtures of uniform distributions. However, discretization with a small number of states can lead to poor accuracy while discretization with a large number of states can lead to excessive computational effort.

**Collecting and structuring expert knowledge.** While Bayesian models are a useful way to model expert knowledge, it may prove difficult to solicit and capture knowledge from the experts in a form that can be converted into probability distributions. Firstly, many workflow domain experts may or may not be familiar with the sophistication of their data.
Domain experts, that understand the nuances of the data, may find it exceedingly difficult to provide any numbers without relying on the data. Secondly, domain experts may be used to classical statistical analyzes and feel uncertain when trying to think about their knowledge in terms of distributions or odds rather than point estimates and confidence intervals.

Available software packages. There are a number of commercial and free software packages available for developing BN based models. Some popular ones are Analytica [156]; Netica [157]; Hugin [146]; AgenaRisk [155]and GeNie [158]. Information about some different software packages available for BNs is provided by Murphy [159]. In this dissertation we used SamIam, AgenaRisk, and various R packages. Each package has its strengths and disadvantages. For example, each package may implement a specific inference algorithm that has certain strengths and weakness such as dealing with either discrete or continues or both types of nodes. They may or may not perform either structural, parameter or both types of learning. In the workflow domain, we have found that the type of data is quite versatile and dynamic, and hence a suitable free package that can adequately and universally support research with the type of data this domain provides was not available.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1. CONCLUSION

An increasing number of companies and organizations only implement their core business and outsource other application services. Thus, the ability to efficiently and effectively select and integrate inter-organizational and heterogeneous services is a significant step towards the development of Web service workflow applications. However, there is a strong requirement for methods that allow Web service workflows to be responsive to changes in a dynamic and uncertain environment to bridge the information gap caused by workflow data silos. In this dissertation, these two challenges are addressed by utilizing a probabilistic graphical network framework to provide data-derived inferential visibility of workflow semantics. The novel approach introduced a methodology for the transformation of BPEL processes to a normative expert system by providing an extendable and customizable abstraction for the BPEL process, which consisted of a knowledge base and an inference engine. In particular, a Bayesian Network served as the knowledge base to represent workflow semantics in a structured way. To support reasoning about events and decisions in the workflow’s domain, we used graphical and probabilistic theory for the inference engine.

A Web service workflow represents a broad and complex domain with many random variables/messages. A workflow semantics was defined to represent each type of data transition with the workflow. The Bayesian network provided a graphical representation to encode dependence and independence relations among random workflow variables into a compact joint probability distribution. Conditional probability distributions within the
network specified the casual relations between Web services messages and was represented as a multiplicative factorization of the joint probability distribution known as the chain rule. The joint and conditional probability distribution was used to answer some probabilistic query often in the form of computing the probability of a random variable given some evidence. The qualitative component of the Bayesian network encoded the set of (conditional) dependence and independence statements among the set of random workflow variables and the quantitative component specified the strengths of dependence relations using probability theory.

The qualitative and quantities components provided efficient reasoning support under uncertainty in a given workflow domain and identified (optimal) decisions in the light of new knowledge to address workflow responsiveness and the information gap. Graphical and probabilistic theories were applied to both the qualitative and quantitative components respectively to compute the posterior marginal of workflow variables. The posterior marginal allowed for the efficient reasoning under uncertainty in a given workflow domain. To identified (optimal) decisions in the light of new knowledge, historical domain-specific functional data was leveraged to capture an initial snapshot of beliefs of the underlying phenomenon of the workflow. Ongoing run-time data was used to update beliefs providing run-time trends and just-in-time decision support.

### 6.2. Future Work

Due to limitations of the proposed work and to explore new directions, the following future work will be studied.
6.2.1. A PUBLICLY AVAILABLE HYBRID FRAMEWORK

Although many Bayesian Network (BN) applications are now in everyday use, BNs have not yet achieved mainstream penetration. The focus is mainly on the algorithm and theory design as opposed to implementation of practical, real-world problem solving and model building. Our goal is to provide an executable framework for the research community to test and develop Bayesian models that reflect real-world workflow situations.

From the perspective of data, Bayesian networks could be divided into three categories: discrete, continuous and hybrid. Discrete and continuous Bayesian networks contain only discrete and continuous random variables respectively, whereas mixed of hybrid contains both discrete and continuous data. In this work, we used a discrete Bayesian network. However, discrete networks are sometimes inadequate, since many important workflow domains have continuous attributes as well as discrete ones. An example of a Web service domain with continuous and discrete variables is a capital investment project where the outcome of an uncertain continuous variable, such as cash flows or customer demand, affects the probability that a business will invest (a discrete variable).

One can always discretize the continuous variables by partitioning their domain into some finite number of subsets, and by doing so transform the model into a discrete one. Discretization of continuous chance variables is equivalent to approximating a probability density function with mixtures of uniform distributions. However, discretization with a small number of states can lead to poor accuracy while discretization with a large number of states can result in excessive computational effort.

Discretization of continuous distributions can allow approximate inference in a hybrid Bayesian network without limitations on relationships among continuous and
discrete variables. On a very high level, the work on the inference problem can be divided into two main classes: exact inference and approximate inference. Exact inference algorithms are designed to give an exact answer to the probabilistic query. Approximate inference is intended to give an approximate answer to the probabilistic query, with the understanding that often the exact probability is not crucial. When exact inference is needed, then discretization is not an option.

A commonly used type of hybrid Bayesian network is the conditional linear Gaussian (CLG) model [127]. In CLG models, the distribution of a continuous variable is a linear Gaussian function of its continuous parents. One limitation of CLG models is that discrete nodes cannot have continuous parents. Recent work introduced the Augmented CLG networks where discrete variables may depend on continuous parents [160]. However, there is no known publicly available implementation that can be used to implement Augmented CLG in the research community. Moving forward we propose creating an open source project for the Augmented CLG algorithm in the R programming language for the publicly available Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) [161] library.
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